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ABSTRACT 
 

A dramatic analysis and directorial reflection on Temple Theaters‘ production of Charles L. 

Mee‘s BIG LOVE, a modern rendering of Aeschylus‘ THE SUPPLIANT WOMEN.  This 

thesis explores the entire process of directing the production, from research and text 

analysis, to visual collaboration and rendering, to casting and rehearsal, to tech and 

production.  Ultimately, it is the author‘s intention to reveal a specific directorial perspective 

of BIG LOVE and the corresponding creative process utilized to render this interpretation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION/WORLD OF THE PLAY 
 
 In the year 2000, playwright Charles L. Mee was commissioned by the Actors 

Theatre of Louisville to write a theatrical celebration of the Millennial.  Mee began this 

response by intently observing both international and domestic events.  He searched essays, 

commentary, and media which covered such quintessential topics as the continued conflict 

in Kosovo, the Dot-com Boom, the infamous American presidential election, natural 

disasters, military and political operations, domestic disputes, and the growing unrest within 

the Middle East, North Korea, South America, China, Indonesia, our own country, the list 

was and continues to be endless.  To Mee these themes seemed universal and reminiscent of 

the Greeks and Romans which led the playwright to some of the oldest pieces of theatre.   

 He eventually landed on Aeschylus‘ THE DANAIDS or THE SUPPLIANT 

WOMEN.  With this play Mee found his theatrical celebration, which was creating a modern 

adaptation that asks similar questions of today‘s society, the ultimate question being, what 

would happen if society had the awareness to choose love over violence to save the world.  

This essential question also derived from Mee‘s curiosity with THE DANAIDS in contrast 

to THE ORESTIA.  When speaking with Mee during the pre-production process, he shared 

his fascination with the survival of the complete ORESTIA trilogy, also commonly known 

as the war or justice plays, and the unfortunate demise of the majority of the DANAIDS 

trilogy, also commonly known as the love or forgiveness plays.  He also revealed his vital 

question that truly began BIG LOVE, which was what might have happened if THE 

DANAIDS survived over THE ORESTIA.  Would our modern society lead from a sense of 

love and forgiveness over war and justice?  It was with this ultimate question that Mee 
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decided to use the core structure and events of THE SUPPLIANT WOMENT to ignite 

people‘s vigilance for love and forgiveness in the face of war and injustice. 

 The seeds of the essential beauty of BIG LOVE, as specifically defined in the 

Essential Beauty component of this thesis, are alive within the playwright‘s purpose; which is 

to honor the ancient process of inspiring the audience to be participants, not merely 

spectators, and to have the courage to embrace the full reality of the world, war, violence, 

and injustice, and to balance or assuage this reality with conscious love.  With the essential 

beauty being the core intention for the play, the other imperative elements of the piece 

expand from this center.  These other elements include the characters‘ specific journeys and 

how these illustrate the passage from ignorance, fear, and rage to awakening, courage, and 

acceptance.  This overall action is predominately present within the women‘s' journeys from 

ancient tradition to modern awakening and the people who inspire or challenge and who are 

affected by this journey.  Further elements of the play‘s essential beauty can be determined 

through revealing the world of the play.  BIG LOVE is a sensually driven and layered story 

with an intellectual commentary.  The world is mythical, epic, magical, and all-encompassing.  

It is also capable of being resonant and universal --- inviting it‘s participants, both players 

and audience, to delve as deeply as possible into the honest elements of the story --- the joy, 

pleasure, terror, denial, disgust, attraction, awakening, and ultimate reveal of human wants 

and desires.   

 Another element of the essential beauty of the piece derives from human being‘s 

social needs.  It can be argued that Mee‘s story depicts people needing other people just as 

much as people repulsing other people.  There is also an illustration of people needing to be 

aware and accept other people outside themselves as well as the challenges that human 
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beings face while unlocking these needs. The world of the play is the greater illustration of 

the individual characters‘ journeys, it changes and is impacted as much as each individual.  

The world begins as a glossy, exquisite, masculine installation where perfect specimens pose 

and pout.  The playwright describes in the text, the world should look as if we arrived upon 

the Italian designer Emmanuel Ungaro‘s villa terrace.  The element of essential beauty is 

alive within the progression from the slick, over-powering, fake masculine world to the 

arrival of the brides and their impact on the environment which yields a raw, revolutionized 

reveal of the guts of such a world.  It is only when the world is ransacked and purged that it 

is able to support an awakening of renewed life and hope.  Ultimately, there is a visual reveal 

of the cause and aftermath of assault and explosion. 

 There is also an overall challenge for interpreting the play that derives from its 

essential beauty.  The challenge is how to balance the visceral, non-linear humanistic aspects 

with the intellectual, societal commentary.  There is a dire need to honestly reveal emotions 

and intentions, but not a literal representation of the physical/material elements of the play.  

I will speak to several examples of our response to this crucial question throughout this 

thesis.  Each example illustrates our reaction through visual design, characterization, and 

physical and emotional life.  Our response also derives from the need for the audience to be 

a part of the creative process through engagement with the non-literal visual representation 

of environment and the genuine reveal of character and story.  The overall intellectual 

commentary will arrive from the audiences‘ engagement at these levels; therefore, it does not 

need to be preached.  It is the hope that the audience receives the message through 

connection and involvement with characters, events, creative staging; therefore, there is no 

need for preaching. 
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 Another aspect of the ultimate challenge of the play is how to avoid the temptation 

to turn the piece into just a spectacle, given the scale of these themes (BIG love).  I believe 

to get caught up in the theatricality or spectacle alone would be to miss the profound 

elements of the play.  The essential desire then is to balance the intellectual social 

commentary with the characters‘ inter-personal desires and fears.  Some of the opportunities 

for rendering this directorial perspective are through deeply exploring and revealing the 

major themes of the play.  For example, one theme includes the presence of a wedding and 

the familial insanity that surrounds the event.  This theme also includes the fear of loss of 

identity once married, both as an individual human being and also in terms of national 

identity (the nation state of Greece and Italy).  There is also the thematic sense of generation 

and the traditional perspective of love and marriage and the modern hope for a shared and 

equal life in love and marriage.  Another theme that arrives from the generational 

perspective of marriage is the traditional view of a man and a woman and his/her definition 

in society.  I will explore these aspects in greater detail within the text analysis component. 

 
 
Research 
 
 By discovering these questions early on in the pre-production process, I was able to 

focus my research and analysis.  I scoured essays on Mee‘s work and numerous reviews of 

both BIG LOVE and several others of Mee‘s plays.  One publication that specifically 

supported my question regarding the balance of the epic and the emotional truth was written 

by Mee‘s daughter, Erin Mee, entitled, Mee on Mee.  In this essay, Erin explores her father‘s 

interest in inviting all participants, players and audience alike, into the collaboration.  She 

notes that Mee works from a method of collage, where his work is a compilation of different 
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material generated from everything to political journals, to New York Times articles, to song 

lyrics, to 1970s manifestos, to ancient text.  He believes that theatre is only alive when it is 

communal and ritualistic.  The communal is the act of everyone being present together and 

the ritual is the act of the present ensemble either sharing or witnessing the story that 

everyone knows (E. Mee 83-84).  It is then the artists‘ responsibility to make the familiar epic 

new.  It was this insight that inspired a potential way to balance the epic and the emotional 

truth in our specific rendering of BIG LOVE.  I discovered that perhaps it is not balancing 

one with the other; it is finding one through the other.  If we accepted the playwright‘s 

proposal to honor the epic and make it relevant through reaching out to modern interests 

(both of the creators/cast and audience) then we might succeed in rendering emotional truth 

through the epic experience.   

 Another aspect of the research that informed my interpretation was found in Mee‘s 

memoir, A Nearly Normal Life.  This aspect was enhancing the essence of fear and desire 

within the play, specifically through each character.  By reading Mee‘s memoir, full of 

perseverance, adoration, and humor in the face of painful personal experiences, I was able to 

ascertain the truth of each character and in turn the story of BIG LOVE.  Mee writes of his 

battle with polio at the age of 14, fighting to not only survive but to live life to its fullest.  He 

also writes how this personal obstacle inspires his choices in his art.  Each day he wakes-up 

and fiercely takes on moment-to-moment existence, attempting to impact and absorb as 

much as possible in order to serve the story and its characters.  As I read Mee‘s personal 

stories, I discovered Lydia‘s gentle hope for beauty in the world, Thyona‘s dire pursuit of 

justice, Olympia‘s delicious celebration of pleasure, Constantine‘s ferocious quest of truth, 

and Bella‘s luminous bequeathing of awareness and community.  Mee‘s writings also inspired 
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a sense of courage in me to embrace his incredibly multifaceted work with full awareness of 

the fears and desire of its creator. 

 Further research for the production derived from both personal and cast/creative 

team scoring of given circumstances as well as support from dramaturgical research from the 

Assistant Director.  The AD/Dramaturg devised a website specific to the production, 

sharing imperative information from my first day speech and perspective of the play, to 

details on the world of the play, to biographical information on Charles Mee and Aeschylus, 

to a glossary with definitions of every cultural, political, and environmental reference made 

throughout the play.  Several essential materials from this website can be found in the 

Supplemental Materials component of this thesis.  Ultimately, the production was supported 

by not only the pre-production research and analysis completed by me, but by several other 

essential collaborators throughout the process. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

DIRECTOR‘S APPROACH 
 
 I chose to direct Charles Mee‘s BIG LOVE because it offered me, my fellow artists, 

and the audience an opportunity to awaken our human spirit through live theatre.  BIG 

LOVE is inherently theatrical.  The story is revealed through events that must be rendered in 

witness of others.  As previously noted, the piece evokes an open dialogue between artist 

and audience, a communal, ritualist event.  An ancient story is told in a modern way.  All 

involved are invited by the writer to participate deeply and viscerally.  The writer expects for 

BIG LOVE to be a collaborative process, where each and every production should be 

specific to the surrounding climate of the company and audience.   

 I felt an over-whelming need to direct BIG LOVE at Temple Theaters because of 

the opportunity for creating and sharing fresh theatre.  The average age of both the cast and 

audience (most evenings) was early twenties.  The average interest in attending theatre within 

most audiences was moderate.  I was aware that I was choosing a piece/production that 

would invite and provoke this certain demographic to actively participate in the experience 

of BIG LOVE.  I wanted to direct a piece that would excite ‗non-theatre attending‘ 

audiences, making them feel that they were a part of the party and not excluded because of 

their lack of previous theatre experience.  I also felt that BIG LOVE had enough 

theatricality to entertain yet also enough dramatic structure to support or deepen the 

entertainment.  This piece has hooks for multiple generations, genders, race, denomination, 

and overall beliefs.  It has a sense of social responsibility, where the playwright takes the 

ancient Grecian dedication to the poplus, or the public, and pushes it forward.  He honors 

the ancient sense of accountability and applies it to a modern world.  
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 Essentially, I believe that artistic leaders have championed the need for social 

commitment through theatre since the beginning of our modern society.  I believe that in 

order for the medium to survive, it is necessary for each theatre event to reach out to its 

audience and be aware of their full collaborative effort throughout the entire process.  BIG 

LOVE is a symbol of this commitment.  I found it effortless to promote, to celebrate, and to 

invite others into this piece.  The playwright‘s enthusiasm and examination of human kind, 

its behavior and history, is contagious.  The play has all elements necessary for impacting all 

involved.  He humors or delights in order to push and enhance.  He goes to where we know, 

or feel comfortable, and then takes us forward.  I wanted to collaborate with this play 

because of its contagious nature and how it inspires courageous acts from all members of the 

company and audience. 

 I called upon these desires when I created and shared my first day speech for our 

company‘s first rehearsal.  In my speech I shared that I believe the play to be a celebration of 

courage; the courage to seek justice in an unjust world, to fight for what one believes to be 

right, to provide a home for those that no one else will support, to exist as oneself, fully and 

deeply, and to create a world where people care for one another.  The play inspires people to 

do courageous things.  Throughout the entire production process I witnessed the 

Department of Theater having the courage to produce and support this play, seeing the 

possibility in it and the company; the scenic designer dreaming-up a visual playground full of 

inspiration; the technical director making a center aisle in Tomlinson a reality; the costume 

designer weaving Vogue design on a creative budget; the lighting designer creating light 

boxes and opportunity for magic; the sound designer creating an exciting soundscape; 

production and stage management designing a unique call board and supporting these 
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courageous events; the assistant director creating a comprehensive website; actors, 

courageous actors, putting their entire beings into auditions and callbacks, making incredible 

exciting choices.  These courageous acts, the inspiration of these acts, define what is exciting 

about this play. 

 Chuck Mee wrote this play because it is like the high drama that life really is; it is a 

tribute to the Greeks, where we, as he says, ‗look into the abyss of human life and human 

nature with open eyes and refuse to blink- understand that the thing to do is to feel life as it 

is, in all its anguish as well as its aspirations, its missed opportunities, its savored beauty, 

never to falsify it, never to pretty it up: but rather to look at it bravely unflinchingly….with 

courage‖ (Mee 214-215).  Chuck shared with me that the Greeks were a gift to him, an 

opportunity to shape chaotic life as we know it into an epic story where extraordinary people 

live extraordinary events in extraordinary times.   

 I completed my speech sharing if the Greeks were Chuck‘s gift, then BIG LOVE, 

what he created, was our company‘s gift.  We were given an opportunity to collaborate and 

render the mythical tale, to thrive within a live, communal atmosphere and share the story of 

human beings daring to live fully and open to a world where we might choose to care for 

each other.  I shared my hope that the company would continue making courageous choices 

throughout the rest of our process; embracing the visual world, diving into, questioning, and 

committing to these characters, and ultimately inviting our audience to join us in the 

courageous act that is BIG LOVE. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

ESSENTIAL BEAUTY/DRAMATIC ANALYSIS 
 

From a directorial perspective, if the character‘s intentions support the story and the 

story supports the overall themes, then the predominant themes then in turn support the 

essential beauty of the play, which is then how this production reveals all of the elements of 

the play.  The essential beauty is an interpretation, a way into rendering the play, its themes, 

its story, and its characters.  So if each character‘s objective is a variation on pursuing an 

ultimate goal of a better society, then the following individual characters‘ intentions combine 

to define the overall meaning of the play.  These characters‘ intentions include:  Thyona‘s 

want to rally for justice and freedom; Constantine‘s want to dominate for decorum and 

control; Lydia‘s want to beseech for love and acceptance; Nikos‘ want to persuade for love 

and joy; Oed‘s want to mollify for pleasure; Olympia‘s want to cherish for virtue; Giuliano‘s 

want to appease for acceptance; Eleanor and Leo‘s want to celebrate for indulgence; Piero‘s 

want to charm for avoidance (though he begins his change at the final moments of the play); 

and finally Bella‘s want, leading from a place of omniscience and wit, to inspire for the 

combination of love (Lydia and Nikos), awareness and acceptance (Giuliano), passion and 

desire (Eleanor and Leo), and virtue (Olympia).   

As noted individually within each character‘s individual objective, the desires then 

feed into a universal hope to create a better society based on the major themes of 

truth/tradition, justice, and love.  I believe these themes then serve the essential beauty of 

our production, which is only through commitment to awareness of self and acceptance of 

other that we have the courage to enhance the future of society.  This pursuit can be seen 
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through the major themes.  In order to further support the definition of the essential beauty 

of our production, I would like to explore the themes as discovered within the text.   

The theme of tradition and/or truth is explored throughout BIG LOVE.  Each 

character is in search for their individual definition of tradition and how this manifests itself 

in a definition of truth.  The most prominent depiction of this theme resides in the 

dichotomy of generation.  On one end of the spectrum, there is a sense of tradition within 

an older generation, which is illustrated by the characterization of Bella, the Italian matriarch.  

Bella lives with an expectation that family provides and supports family and that all good 

people and happenings derive from a healthy sense of respect, awareness, and upbringing.  

The older generation end of the tradition spectrum is also present within the visual world of 

the play, with the playwright noting that the environment consists of an ancient olive 

orchard steeped in Italian heritage.  Our production interprets this through Bella‘s table and 

chair as well as her clothing being wooden, earthy, and Mediterranean.  Her architecture and 

silhouette conjures a sense of familial tradition and a maternal life force.  It should be noted 

that the opposite end of the older generation spectrum is also illustrated within the 

environment.   

While Bella‘s world does indeed exist, it has been pushed to the side and taken over 

by her son Piero‘s sleek, sexy, and ostentatious taste.  The playwright describes this as ―if 

Emanuel Ungaro had a villa on the west coast of Italy, this would be it…wrought 

iron…elegant…basic…eternal‖ (Mee 2).  This is a world where the simplicity and eternal 

nature of old Italia Bella lives in parallel to the elegant and basic nature of current Italia 

Piero.  There are though two visual items that cause a juxtaposition of the two conflicting 

sides, one being the striking claw-foot bathtub and the other the aubergene grand piano with 
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an olive tree growing through it.  While the playwright suggests the tub and the piano, it is 

our productions‘ interpretation to combine the intertwined depiction of the piano and the 

olive tree as we feel that it is an opportunity to illuminate the conflict between tradition and 

generation.  We also feel that the bathtub and the tree/piano piece serve as examples of 

what the playwright requests when he notes, ―But the setting for the piece should not be 

real, or naturalistic.  It should not be a set for the piece to play within but rather something 

against which the piece can resonate‖ (Mee 2).  These architectural pieces are not only 

inspiration for thematic resonance, but pure joy and magic.  When an audience arrives into 

the space for the first time they immediately see a world that consists of old tradition and the 

promise of new tradition.   

This sense of progression from old tradition to new is also emulated in the sisters‘ 

arrival.  Based in story, which is rooted in Aeschylus‘ original DANAIDS piece, the three 

sisters and/or brides arrive in Bella and Piero‘s world after fleeing from their arranged 

marriages in their homeland Greece.  The sisters are disoriented, exhausted, but free.  As 

depicted within the text, the brides each wear torn and tattered wedding dresses (Mee 1).  

Our production‘s interpretation of the playwright‘s intention is to emulate the silhouette and 

style of Ancient Grecian garb within the brides‘ initial wedding dresses.  Each dress suggests 

the traditional peplos, and yet, the fabric, gather, and cut of each dress also propose a 

modern panache.  There is a dual sense of earthy, ancient tradition and contemporary 

runway, a further gesture to the thematic journey from old tradition to new.  The earth tone 

color palette of the brides‘ initial wedding garb also emulates a sense of old world, ancient 

custom and this serves as a potential connection to Bella when the brides first meet the 
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Italian matriarch, or as described by a collaborator within our production, ‗the antique 

enforcer with a wooden spoon‘.   

While working with the actors playing the sisters and Bella, we explored this theme 

of old and new tradition through their intentions.  I asked the three women playing the 

sisters what they wanted from Bella, besides protection.  We investigated how each sister 

would approach Bella in order to get what she wanted, and in turn discovered that Thyona 

would engage Bella from a far, out of an awe and respect, in order to get mutual respect, 

Lydia would directly implore Bella, in order to get acceptance, and Olympia would follow 

her sisters‘ approaches at different moments, in order to get what they wanted.  I was also 

quite interested in Bella‘s want of the three sisters.  Based on the theme of tradition, it might 

be possible to only explore how the sisters pursued the matriarch and not delve into what 

Bella might need from them; however, by understanding the story, it was necessary to define 

the action by naming both sides of the relationship.   

When I proposed the question of Bella‘s need or want of the young women to the 

actor, at first, the impulse was to save them; however, we soon realized that we were too 

early into the story for saving to support the overall journey.  We played with testing, 

beseeching, provoking, and eventually landed on all of these in order for Bella to invite the 

women into not only staying for dinner but hopefully investing in a commitment to the 

world around them more than just their own survival.  We also decided that while this might 

be the ultimate intention of Bella, it was a more interesting choice for the actor to discover 

her need of the women throughout the story, again serving the unveiling of the story, 

moment to moment.  This discovery became an imperative tool for the entire cast, serving 

the actors‘ comprehension of the entire play in order to live honestly in each moment. 
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We see a continued juxtaposition of the old and new tradition when the brides enter 

the home of Bella and Piero.  Lydia is the first to arrive and we witness her, panting and 

disoriented, walk towards the villa as if on pilgrimage to Mecca.  The young woman dressed 

in ancient garb and fleeing from ancient tradition immediately chooses to immerse within 

the pristine bathtub.  As noted in the text, she removes all of her clothing, submerges within 

the water, and throws her arms back as though she were crucified (Mee 1).  Another 

interpretation of this moment is the pursuit of salvation, or even baptism.  Lydia has the 

courage to not only lead the way for her fifty sisters to find solace, but to impulsively 

embrace her new surroundings.  In later moments in the play Lydia leads from more of a 

place of logic and reason, and yet we see her begin the ultimate journey from a place of 

impulse and desire.  Perhaps Lydia‘s first moments fleeing from ancient tradition inspires her 

to embark on a path of baptism and renewal.   

There is a continued pursuit when Lydia first encounters a resident of the villa, 

Giuliano.  Again, there is a sense of modern verse contemporary tradition as Giuliano is 

described as ―a young Italian man, handsome, agreeable, weak, and useless‖ (Mee 2).  It is 

apparent that while Giuliano has the appearance of the modern villa, depicted by Lydia‘s 

assumption that she is in a hotel, the inherent emotional center of Giuliano leans more 

towards simple, old world tradition.  Through the first encounter between Giuliano and 

Lydia we witness Lydia encouraging and indulging Giuliano so that he will help her and 

eventually her sisters and Giuliano searching and rallying Lydia so that she will befriend him.  

There is an overall need of companionship and courage among both of these people.  This 

can especially be seen in the quick progression of intimacy (in a friendship sense) that occurs 
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between Lydia and Giuliano, with both revealing family history, and the pleasure in helping 

each other.   

Similar to the working session with the actors in the first encounter between the 

sisters and Bella, I proposed several different questions to the actors in this moment 

between Lydia and Giuliano.  Since the event begins with an extraordinary circumstance of 

Giuliano discovering a complete stranger, Lydia, bathing in his uncle‘s tub, I felt it necessary 

to ground the character intentions in order reveal believable emotional life.  I asked the actor 

Giuliano why he doesn‘t leave, but stay throughout the entire rendezvous.  He proposed that 

he might want companionship from Lydia and as she connects further with him, perhaps it‘s 

an opportunity for Giuliano not to be alone.  I also asked the actor playing Lydia why she 

doesn‘t grab her dress and run away in fear, why does she need Giuliano to stay with her?  

She discovered that her beginning intention was to befriend Giuliano so that he would 

protect her and her sisters, and as Giuliano listened and supported her, her intention 

deepened to engaging Giuliano as someone who understands her.   

The ultimate emulation of connection between to the two as well as the true 

beginning of the co-existence of the ancient and modern traditions is when Lydia implores 

Giuliano and he in turn accepts her with, 

Lydia:  We‘re looking for asylum.  We want to be taken in here so we don‘t have to 
marry our cousins. 
Giuliano:  You want to be taken in as immigrants? 
Lydia:  As refugees. 
Giuliano:  Refugees. 
Lydia:  Yes. 
Giuliano:  From… 
Lydia:  From Greece. 
Giuliano:  I mean, from you know:  political oppression, or war… 
Lydia:  Or kidnapping.  Or rape. 
Giuliano:  From rape. 
Lydia:  By our cousins. 
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Giuliano:  Well, marriage really. 
Lydia:  Not if we can help it. 
[silence] (Mee 6-7). 

 
Lydia requests acceptance and kindness from Giuliano, in the face of familial conflict and 

violation, and Giuliano accepts, in the face of unknown and some might call blind trust.  

Both of these young people have the courage to seek something beyond their own comfort 

and this begins the true shift from old tradition and acceptance to new.  Though, it should 

also be noted that the shift from old to new can only be successful if the old is deeply 

acknowledged and the positive aspects of this perspective respected.  This viewpoint can be 

seen within the arrival of Thyona and Olympia as well as all three brides‘ first encounter with 

Bella and Piero. 

 Another illustration of the tradition theme can be found within the soundscape of 

the play.  The playwright shares specific examples of music composition, (as detailed as 

specific movements and times within songs to begin or end), that accompanies varied events 

throughout the piece.  For Lydia, Giuliano, and Thyona and Olympia‘s entrances, there is 

suggestion of the classics, such as Mozart‘s Marriage of Figaro, Pachelbel‘s Cannon in D, 

and Clarke‘s Trumpet Voluntary.  It was shared by the writer in pre-production discussion 

that this music was borrowed from a bridal magazine album meant for all the traditional 

wedding ceremonies.  He found it poignant to layer in the traditional, classic, popular 

wedding music while the brides were fleeing and then in turn, murdering their grooms; 

perhaps an intriguing contrast and opportunity to go even further with the sense of 

necessary awareness and change.  We were inspired by the playwright‘s process and found 

additional opportunity to illuminate the contrast and call for awareness and change of 

tradition through soundscape.   
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 Throughout the piece, we then honor each classical music suggestion from the bridal 

magazine album until the brides unite and plan their ultimate secession from their grooms 

during their rant.  It is here that instead of using J.S. Bach‘s ―Sleepers Awake!‖ from Cantata 

No. 140, we use a modern musician‘s voice, Florence and the Machine‘s ―Drumming Song‖.  

In pre-production conversation, the writer has named the director and designer co-

collaborators of each of his plays, asking these artists to author events as much as he authors 

stories (E. Mee 83-84).  We feel that by choosing to push the contrast of tradition through 

music even further we are honoring his request to author bold and fresh events that render 

the truth of each moment of the story.  Each music choice then from the women‘s rant 

forward respects the initial intention of the classical song and pushes the proposal forward 

with a modern sound.  We also discovered this intention through the writer‘s choice to use a 

progression in modern sound, choosing ―You Don‘t Own Me‖ and ―Bewitched, Bothered, 

and Bewildered‖ as musical expression of different eras in women‘s liberation.  We believe 

that adding Florence and the Machine into the dialogue propels the writer‘s intention even 

further and invites a modern audience with a contemporary taste and ear into the experience. 

 As the traditional music accompanies Thyona and Olympia‘s arrival, all three sisters 

re-unite and celebrate their new found freedom.  It is in this event that we witness the 

familial bond among the sisters as well as their joint expulsion of their ancient, patriarchal 

roots.  While all three women celebrate a similar outcome, each sister expresses her joy in 

different, independently rendered ways.  These women are united by family and present 

pursuit of freedom, but they are still independent in spirit.  For example, in the ultimate 

culmination of the celebration, singing and dancing to ―You Don‘t Own Me‖, it is Olympia, 

the youngest of the three, who struts, pouts, and performs the song, while Lydia (still from 
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the bathtub) and Thyona serve as back-up singers (Mee 8).  Lydia, as the middle sister, 

appeases both sisters as she backs-up Olympia and yet supports Thyona as Thyona, the 

eldest, smashes their gifts of wedding china about the ground.  Each bride experiences a 

release from the marital bond of tradition; Thyona with a sense of victory for the rallying 

and leading the troops away from injustice, Olympia with a sense of victory on behalf of 

Thyona as well as the pure joy of being present in a beautiful and exotic surrounding, and 

Lydia with a sense of victory on behalf of both Thyona and Olympia as well as the release of 

not being concerned for their future.    

 As the women celebrate their newfound safety and future, Bella enters unto this 

chaos, keenly observing youth in rebellion.  Before the women even notice her presence, the 

matriarch begins her tradition, her ritual, where she sets-up her table and her chair in her 

space among the youth and modern.  She reveals herself to the brides by announcing her 

presence, yet honoring their presence.  The brides immediately attempt to respect the older 

woman and attend to the broken china, toiletries strewn about, and Lydia‘s need to get 

dressed.  There is a moment before Bella speaks where we witness the arrival of another 

imperative theme within the piece; the meeting of the life force, its history, its roots, (Bella), 

and its future (the brides).  This meeting is illuminated once again through the discussion of 

the wedding tradition and life force with, 

 Bella:  So.  This is your wedding day? 
 Lydia:  No. 
 Bella:  You are trying on your dresses because your wedding day is coming soon. 
 Lydia:  No. 
 Thyona:  No, we‘re not getting married. 
 Bella:  You have been married already. 
 Olympia:  No. 
  Bella:  So, it‘s none of my business.  And yet, I can tell you marriage is a wonderful 
 thing.  Imagine that:  No husbands at your age.  And children.  When I was your age 
 already I had three sons.  Now, I have thirteen sons.  
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  Lydia:  Thirteen sons (Mee 8-9). 
 
 

While Bella challenges and tests the women on their female capability and definition through 

customary means, marriage and motherhood, the brides listen.  There is a sense of respect 

and immediate need of Bella on the young women‘s end.  While they might not agree with 

the need for women to be defined by marriage and child-rearing, especially Thyona, all three 

women actively and positively respond to Bella.  They need her, for refuge, and possibly 

something more, perhaps a strong and healthy maternal presence that they never had.  Based 

on the original Aeschylus text, the sisters only have a father who makes the marriage 

agreement with the pending grooms‘ father (Aeschylus, Line 328).  They have lived in a 

patriarchal world with little to no matriarchal presence and/or power and Bella is something 

unfamiliar yet affirming.   

 Even Thyona, who freely challenges any and all soul, listens and positively responds 

to Bella.  Perhaps Thyona‘s attraction to Bella also arrives from Bella‘s tomato routine, 

where the vegetable (or fruit) serves as a metaphor for each one of her thirteen sons.  Bella 

tests the young women, claiming her sons are too old for each of them, and yet she invites 

them to stay for dinner.  She also shares an interesting reveal when she leads them with, ―so, 

what do I have left?‖ (Mee 12).  Perhaps the sisters‘ energy and determination intrigue Bella 

as much as her presence and candor intrigue them; perhaps this is potential for awareness 

and change? 

 In true dramatic fashion, as the playwright suggests one form of thinking, he 

immediately introduces a counter to this proposition.  Enter Piero, Bella‘s eldest son.  Piero 

embodies the absolute opposite perspective of awareness, action, and acceptance.  He is 

egocentric, manipulative, and wary of change, (unless it benefits his modern way of living).  
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In fact, perhaps he is not in opposition of awareness, action, and acceptance, but enlisting 

this way of life or perspective only when it suits him.  Piero‘s intention is to keep his home 

in a state of utopia, no conflict, only pleasure.  He first engages the three sisters as guests of 

his fabulous establishment, offering beverages and varied accoutrements requested by 

Olympia.   

 It is at this meeting that we witness the first illustration of the thematic presence of 

gender conflict, a battle between female and male perspective, but in a sense of matriarch 

and patriarch society.  Piero wines and dines the women and when they express a need to be 

rescued, he immediately retracts, wondering why their father and state cannot care for them 

(Mee 16).  As Piero attempts to flirt, charm, and entertain the women, the women each 

respond in three different ways, each response an individual reflection of female perspective. 

Lydia:  Oh. But.  We are related.  I mean, you know: in some way.  Our people came 
from Greece to Sicily a long time ago…so we are probably members of the same family 
you and I.   
Piero:  Descended from Zeus, you mean. 
Olympia:  Yes.  We‘re all sort of goddesses in a way. 
Piero:  Indeed…And, where is your father, meanwhile?  Is he not able to take care of 
you? 
Lydia:  Our father signed a wedding contract to give us away. 
Piero:  To your cousins from Greece. 
Thyona:  From America…and now they‘re rich and they think they can come back and 
take whatever they want. 
Piero:  And the courts in your country:  they would enforce such a contract? 
Lydia:  It‘s an old contract.  It seems they will.  We have nothing against men --- 
Olympia:  Not all of us. 
Lydia:  but what these men have in mind is not usual. 
Thyona:  Or else all too usual (Mee 16). 
 

Thyona tests and challenges Piero, revealing the injustice of forced marriage and male 

domination in hope that Piero will stand for their rights.  Olympia engages and even flirts 

with Piero, making a point to delineate herself from her sister Thyona‘s perspective on men, 

as a woman who enjoys the opposite gender.  Lydia serves as a peace-keeper, weighing the 
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reaction of each party, yet revealing an honest situation with expectation for a reasonable 

resolution.   

 All three women are eventually disappointed.  Piero becomes over-whelmed by their 

request for refuge and acceptance, avoiding them with excuses of lack of knowledge on their 

lineage, and even their importance for assistance since there are millions of causes in the 

world to be assuaged that may have the greater claim on his attention.  Lydia continues to 

pursue the logical solution, that the sisters are present and it is the right thing to do for Piero 

to help them.  Piero rejects once more with, ―I understand it may be right, but one doesn‘t 

always go around doing what‘s right.  I‘ve never heard of such a thing.  The world is a 

complicated place‖ (Mee 18-19).   

 Once again we see the dominant, traditional patriarch avoid the request of the 

matriarch out of fear and discomfort, and the matriarch respond with three different 

strategies.  Olympia pouts, Thyona threatens and manipulates, and Lydia succeeds with 

positioning Bella‘s opinion over Piero.  Piero immediately gives, perhaps a fore-boding 

illustration of the power of the matriarchal life force over the patriarchal interest.  No matter 

how dominant Piero appears, his mother still calls the shots.  What should also be 

highlighted at this moment is that Lydia is the one that has the ability to move Piero into 

action.  It is not Olympia‘s sense of demure submission or Thyona‘s sense of manipulation, 

but Lydia‘s sense of patience.  We witness Lydia‘s ability to live on both sides of the gender 

line and mediate positive, collaborative action.  This can also be seen as a similar connection 

to Bella‘s ability to connect the male and female when she blesses and empowers the union 

of Lydia and Nikos as well as the love between all genders (even love between the same 

genders) at the conclusion of the play. 
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 The thematic presence of gender conflict continues as the women are left alone for 

the first time to consider Piero‘s offer, albeit tepid, to stay.  The women offer each other 

their hope for a perfect man.  Olympia seeks a sensitive, comforting confidant, Lydia seeks 

an honest, emotionally mature partner, and Thyona seeks an elimination of the male gender 

entirely (Mee 21-22).  While the sisters‘ interests in men vary, they collectively believe in a 

sense of freedom in thought and interest.  Lydia dares to take the belief one step further, 

calling on a world, ―where men are good to women and there is not a men‘s history and a 

separate women‘s history but a human history where we are all together and support one 

another nurture on another…trying not to obliterate those who are not as we are but 

learning to understand learning to take deep pleasure in the enormous variety of creatures‖ 

(Mee 23).  As Lydia reveals her hope for humanity she and her sisters are abused by the 

deafening sounds of Stanley‘s Trumpet Tune and over-powering wind of the helicopter 

arrival of the three grooms, Constantine, Nikos, and Oed.  With the rock-star, military 

mission-like onset of the men, we witness the culmination of the gender conflict theme.  The 

men enter with confidence and expectation, commanding, rallying, and controlling the 

women with disbelief that the women would run away from them.   

 While we do see a varied nature in the men‘s intentions (similar to the three sisters), 

with Constantine conquering Thyona, Nikos awkwardly mediating and dutifully pursuing 

Lydia, and Oed adolescently teasing and pursuing Olympia, there is still an overall flavor of 

male dominance among the three grooms.  They are here to collect what is rightfully theirs, 

by proof of the marriage contract, and there is nothing that can or should stop them.  We 

see a rally of the women, as in the production they are physically joined by their arms, 

fending off their pursuers.  Thyona then begins to drag her sisters to fight back, challenging 
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Constantine with, ―It‘s a different world now, Constantine, you can‘t just marry someone 

against their will because there‘s been some kind of family understanding‖ (Mee 25).  

Constantine aggressively retaliates, physically engaging in a standoff with Thyona, their 

siblings tensely surrounding and observing them, and eventually sexually seducing Thyona 

with, ―I don‘t accept that…sometimes I like to like down at night with my arms around 

someone and KNOW she is there for me know this gives her pleasure…‖ (Mee 25).   

 As Constantine continues to sexually dominate Thyona, the female counter plays 

along, manipulating Constantine, matching or even surpassing his skill when she has him 

come in as close to touch her intimately, and then she grabs his face and pushes him away 

from her.  The war line is drawn.  Constantine destroys with, ―I‘ll have my bride.  If I have 

to have her arms tied behind her back and dragged to me I‘ll have her back‖ (Mee 25).  The 

men and women position themselves in opposite triangles, Constantine and Thyona both at 

the helm of each triangle, daring the other to cross the line.  It is at this highest moment that 

Piero returns with cigar in hand.  He surveys the situation, and immediately negotiates; men 

know how to speak the language of fellow men.  We witness a moment of alpha male 

tension between Constantine and Piero which immediately releases when Piero offers cigars, 

scotch, and sorting of things.   

 The specific staging of the show-down between brides and grooms was discovered 

through an organic process where I encouraged the actors to impulsively play a game of cat 

and mouse.  All of the actors immediately responded with the men pursuing their female 

counter-part, and the women discovering ways to avoid, manipulate, dodge, and persevere.  

This event was re-staged countless times as we traversed each specific power shift moment 

by moment.  We discovered that Constantine obtained most power through stillness, as 
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people come to power.  He arrived upon a regal, dominating position in the strongest point 

of the stage, downstage right, and only left this location to seduce Thyona center stage as 

Nikos, Lydia, Oed, and Olympia surrounded them in shock.   

 We also discovered that while it landed for Lydia and Nikos to continue the original 

intention of cat and mouse, Olympia and Oed‘s intentions were more from a place of child-

like awe and wonder and this should be rendered through them teasing and flirting upstage 

while their older siblings dealt with the important issues downstage.  All of this action 

culminated in the previously mentioned triangle with Constantine and Thyona at each helm 

and Piero arriving, as the apparent voice of reason, down the middle.  We then discover that 

Piero is not a voice a reason, but one of apathy and self-interest as he encourages the men to 

follow him into the house, leaving the women outside, again.  As the grooms exit with Piero, 

Constantine is the last out, silently reminding the women that the men will conquer.   

 This final gesture by Constantine enrages Thyona, provoking her to release into 

physical flailing, gnashing, and rant, which can be seen as an ultimate ode to her 

independence and strength as a women to ―fuck these men‖ (Mee 29).  It is at the moment 

when she throws herself to the ground that Florence and the Machine‘s Drumming Song 

explodes out of the speakers, accompanying Thyona‘s disgust and question of the entire 

male gender.  It is then out of pure intrigue and want to please that Olympia joins in with 

her sister, commiserating.  She wonders why men can‘t be gentler, more observant, and 

more available (Mee 30).  As the rhythm of the drumming and the women‘s bodies hitting 

the ground begins to increase, Thyona and Olympia begin to call out to Lydia, who has been 

observing the entire event and not joining in.   

 The sisters need Lydia to join them and it‘s out of this need and disgust that her  
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sisters are being treated horridly that she joins in with the ultimate question and expulsion, 

―why can‘t a man be more like a woman?‖ (Mee 30).  Lydia then, once again, calls out to the 

universe, inspiring and rallying the gender and beyond to seek self-awareness and be open to 

life and the existence of everyone on earth, to dare to help another person outside of oneself 

and live as fully as possible (Mee 30).  The women build to an ultimate release that leaves 

them on the sprawled out on the ground, panting and heaving for air.  They are exhausted as 

they are pursuing a monumental change. 

 It is at this moment of full emotional release that the women are engaged by 

Giuliano, Bella, and then Piero‘s guests Eleanor and Leo.  It is as if the playwright places the 

encounter of the women and these special individuals at this moment due to their ability to 

be completely open and available to what these people have to share.  The women‘s 

emotional release has brought them to a sense of touching raw bottom, and they are now 

ready to begin swimming up, and taking in other life perspective in the process.  This sense 

of resurrection is strongest with Lydia.  She is the one that observes, ponders, and considers 

all that Giuliano, Bella, Eleanor, and Leo have to offer.  While Thyona defies Eleanor and 

Leo‘s proposal that life is, ―tomatoes, sunshine, olive oil, paintings, men, a giant mother 

squashing you to her breast, home‖ (Mee 38), and Olympia desperately wants to emulate 

Eleanor and live the spectacular life she leads, Lydia observes a kind, enthusiastic quality 

about Leo that reminds her of her father.   

 Again, Lydia‘s choices continue to illustrate the possibility of union between the 

polar(s) of gender, generation, and belief.  This can be seen in the relationship that is built 

between Lydia and Giuliano and then all three women and Bella when we witness a variation 

on the theme of a ‗perfect man‘.  When Giuliano encounters the women we see that similar 
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sense of zest for the beauty of life that Eleanor and Leo embody.  Giuliano goes even 

further with the life passion, celebrating the diversity in life and people and encouraging the 

women and everyone to, ―just do who you are, because that‘s why we‘re here and if it‘s you 

it can‘t be wrong‖ (Mee 32).  Giuliano also represents the positive blend of polar(s) that 

Lydia pursues.  He has both feminine and male qualities, and the ability to relate with the 

women, the younger generation, and his grandmother, the older generation.  This emulation 

of thematic connection culminates in Giuliano serenading the sisters and Bella with Cole 

Porter‘s ―Bewitched, Bothered, and Bewildered‖.  It is a song from an era that Bella can 

revel in and it also proposes a message for the sisters, that there may be purpose in being 

bewitched, bothered, and bewildered in life and in love.   

 There is also an overall sense of joy and celebration throughout the sisters‘ moments 

with Giuliano, Bella, Eleanor, and Leo.  We get to see the sisters experience the positive gifts 

in life and their necessity in each of their own pursuits.  While Thyona avoids and challenges 

Eleanor and Leo‘s gifts of love, she does eventually reveal to her sisters that she would love 

to embrace the beauty of life and not be frustrated and limited; however, she also continues 

to save and implore her sisters that she can‘t be dishonest.  To Thyona, the beauty of life is 

freedom and justice and until everyone can enjoy these gifts, everything else that Giuliano, 

Bella, Eleanor, and Leo offer is futile (Mee 40).  Thyona‘s vulnerable disclosure illustrates the 

continued theme of justice and civilization throughout the play.   

 Both Thyona and Constantine are symbols of traditional society, where there is good 

and bad, right and wrong, and success and failure.  These societal purists lead passionately 

from black and white values; they are unyielding and deeply committed to their cause.  

Thyona and Constantine also do not welcome or accept challenge to their point of view.  
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They both also urgently reveal at separate vital moments in the play that they have been 

defined by a world where justice and traditional expectation prevails.  Constantine reasons, 

and the playwright notes he does this quietly, when he beseeches us all to recognize that it‘s 

not easy to be a man, defined by traditional societal wants and needs.   

 He goes further, asking us to consider the responsibility that we place on men each 

and every day.  We ask them to be civilized and yet when our country goes to war, we 

implore them to fight on our behalf, defending our honor and freedom and doing this with 

violence, force, and noxious impulse.  Constantine then evokes further raw honesty when he 

questions society‘s anticipation of the same men to come home from fighting and, 

carry on with life as though [they] didn‘t‘ have such [violent] impulses or to know that, if 
he does he is a despicable person and so it may be that when a man turns this violence 
on a woman in her bedroom or in the midst of war…he should be esteemed for this for 
informing her about what it is that civilization really contains the impulse to hurt side by 
side with the gentleness the use of force as well as tenderness the presence of coercion 
and necessity because it has just been a luxury for her really not to have to act on this 
impulse or even feel it to let a man do it for her so that she can stand aside and deplore it 
(Mee 53). 
 

It is with this naming of the roots of male dominance that Constantine reveals the complex 

duality of civilization.  He exposes its very core as contradictory and offers that in order to 

assuage this incongruity we, men and women, together need to honor and live the truth of 

civilization‘s love and pain.   

 While Constantine challenges and exposes the truth of civilization, Thyona goes even 

further, proposing and enacting a counter to the negative aspect through justice.  In her eyes, 

civilization may be corrupt; however, the only way to assuage it is by changing it.  Thyona 

rallies, converts, saves, and implores her sisters, Constantine, Piero, and finally Bella at the 

conclusion of the play to consider her act of violence against Constantine as progressive 

action towards justice and then through justice, humanity‘s improvement and survival (Mee 
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70).  Thyona also beseeches those around and beyond her to believe that justice is equivalent 

to freedom and without every person, man or woman, on equal standing, there can be 

nothing else, not even love.     

 An imperative artistic question that arrived throughout the character development of  

Thyona and Constantine was how to build and sustain both of these individual‘s arguments 

throughout the story.  There was concern that if either of these characters played angry at 

any moment we, the audience, would have less of a reason to believe them.  We, the 

audience, would stop listening to Thyona and Constantine instead of empathizing with them.  

How we attempted to counter this potential concern was by identifying and playing as many 

specific positive actions as possible.  I worked with both actors to name their character‘s 

belief(s) and values and to commit to rallying, converting, imploring, and proposing, as 

opposed to being angry and frustrated.  We discovered that this was the key to these 

characters and their journey, to choose specific positive actions and commit to landing on 

another character outside of themselves. 

 At the height of BIG LOVE, Lydia rouses her sisters to consider love as a way of 

life.  She excites them exclaiming, 

…and in the largest way of all I know I have to go with my whole being when it says 
I love him and he loves me and nothing else matters even if other things do matter 
even quite a lot even if I‘m doing this in the midst of everyone getting killed I can‘t 
help myself and I don‘t think I should (Mee 72). 

 
Through discovering her love of self and most importantly her love of other in Nikos, Lydia 

has the courage to save her sisters.  She offers this passage as an offer to her sisters, an 

invitation to be free, to be vulnerable, and to be strong through choosing another over 

oneself.  Lydia also represents the life force at this juncture, sacrificing her nuclear familial 

love in order to embrace the future of her romantic love and new life with Nikos.  It is as if 
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through Lydia‘s sacrifice and embracing of another that her sisters begin to consider deep, 

knowing love, and not blind dependency (Olympia) or vengeful passion (Thyona).  While the 

shift in Thyona and Olympia begins with Lydia‘s release and revelation, there is still 

resistance until Bella‘s final decree on the dire need for love in the world.    

 The resistance from Thyona mainly represents her continued want of justice and 

feminine power.  From the very beginning of the piece Thyona enters the world fighting, 

seeking justice which then morphs into revenge when she is faced with Constantine‘s wrath 

and Piero‘s apathy.  What is dangerous about Thyona though is not her fury but her joy in 

seeking justice and then eventually revenge.  During the first private text-based moment 

between Thyona and her sisters, we witness Thyona celebrate the inadequacy of men stating, 

I know a man who will say I want to take care of you because he means he wants to 
use you for a while…the male is a biological accident, an incomplete female, the 
product of a damaged gene…he thinks if he can make some connection with a 
woman that will him a whole human being!  But it won‘t.  It never will (Mee 21). 

 
Thyona sets out to convert her sisters from seeing men as nothing but selfish, unjust, pigs.  

It is imperative to note that Thyona begins her wish to convert in a positive realm as this 

serves as a starting point for her progression to reacting to the male abuse and driving her to 

rally her sisters and then eventually save her sisters through murder.  Thyona does not lead 

from a place of anger; she leads from a place of passion, to create a better society through 

justice. 

 The theme of love is present within a significant amount of events.  Each event also 

defines several different aspects of the theme love, meaning there is a discovery or pursuit of 

love of self and then love of other.  The love of other can be defined through romantic love, 

familial love, and societal/or community based love.  Romantic love is most supported by 

the engagement of Lydia and Nikos.  We observe in the groom‘s arrival as Lydia and Nikos 
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first meet.  Nikos makes an open, impulsive plea to Lydia to consider marrying him.  He 

offers, ‗My brothers and I, we‘ve counted on this all our live.  And, plus, I thought it would 

be kind of neat: a big wedding, fifty brides and fifty grooms, a real event‘ (Mee 24).  Out of 

the three brothers, Nikos leads with his heart and gently offers, gestures, and touches Lydia 

from the very beginning of the play.   

 The beginning of this romantic love can also be seen in Nikos soft question, ―Lydia, 

isn‘t that your wedding dress?‖ (Mee 26).  Lydia answers in the affirmative, again, a test, but 

a gentle test of Nikos, which leads Nikos to, ―It seems you were ready to get married‖ (Mee 

26).  Compared to the festering war that is occurring between Constantine and Thyona and 

the impulsive flirtation that is occurring between Olympia and Oed, Nikos and Lydia begin 

an inquisitive dance, where they begin to acutely listen and respond to each other in the face 

of immeasurable conflict.  It is in this first encounter that we see the seeds of romantic love 

offering the world something different. 

 Romantic love continues to be considered as Lydia and Nikos explore, test, implore, 

and desire each other further.  What is most resonant their relationship, and in turn the 

theme, is that it is imperfect and riddled with obstacle.  Nikos talks.  Lydia listens.  These 

encounters can be seen when Lydia and Nikos are alone for the first and last time in the 

play.  Lydia is constantly testing, shaping, shifting, and provoking Nikos by responding with 

one word responses and usually repeating exactly what Nikos had previously offered (Mee 

41-43).   

 It is not until she responds with the following that she offers Nikos a possible way 

in, ―Gee, Nikos, you seem to talk a lot…sometimes it seems to me men get all caught up in 

what they‘re doing and they forget to take a moment and look around and see what effect 
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they‘re having on other people…they get on a roll‖ (Mee 44).  Nikos responds with a sense 

of anxious conflict with, ―I talk too much, I‘m sorry…I get started on a sentence, and that 

leads to another sentence, and then the first thing I know, I‘m just trying to work it through, 

the logic of it, follow it through to the end…I think sometimes I scare people because of it 

they think I‘m so, like determined just barging ahead --- not really a sensitive person, 

whereas, in truth, I am‖ (Mee 45).  Lydia responds with, ―I know‖ (Mee 45) and it is in the 

moment that contact is made.   

 Another over-arching aspect of this scene that emulates the theme of romantic love, 

as well as the themes of tradition and power (through the male v. female conflict) is that 

Nikos needs a sexual encounter with Lydia in order to share intimacy and Lydia needs 

intimacy with Nikos in order to share a sexual encounter.  This can be seen in the following 

moments after Nikos and Lydia finally touch in a simple, sweet dance,  

 Lydia:  What would you like to do with me? 
            Nikos:  I‘d like to kiss you. 
            Lydia:  Kiss you?  But I don‘t even know you. 
            Nikos: Well, if you‘d kiss me, then you‘d know me (Mee 47). 
 
At this moment, we see Lydia and Nikos dance on the center aisle, half-way between past 

and future, on the brink of change through love.  As the music subsides, we see the couple 

kiss and within their embrace a hopeful beginning on impact, a lustful middle on climax, and 

a heart-breaking end on Lydia‘s abrupt interruption and exit.  The build of romantic tension 

and potential for love is allotted only a moment of release as the piece continues to reveal 

that it takes an exorbitant amount of courage and awareness in order to love someone and 

change the world in the face of traditional obstacle and conflict.   

 The romantic love theme is then illustrated in juxtaposition to the tradition and 

justice themes when Lydia and Nikos are kept a part by the pending marriage agreement 
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between Piero and Constantine.  Both lovers are bound by the traditional expectations of 

their fellow siblings and gender.  Lydia is expected to sign Thyona‘s pact along with Olympia 

to kill the grooms on their wedding night in order to set them free from the injustice of 

forced marriage.  Thyona rallies and converts Lydia and Olympia, marching onto the center 

aisle, embracing the universe and the audience, claiming,  

All these men understand is forces…none of them are good…here‘s how you can 
tell: none of them objected to Constantine, not one of them stood up against him 
and said: No, Constantine, let‘s take this deal, or at let‘s at least negotiate, let‘s talk to 
these sisters and see if one or two of them wants to marry us and let the rest go free 
let those go free who don't want to marry.  Take the risk that some of us will be 
rejected.  No, no one stood up against him.  All his brothers are his silent partners.  
Would you want to live with someone who just gives in like this?  Would you ever be 
safe with a person as weak as this? (Mee 62). 
 

Lydia agrees with Thyona.  In Lydia‘s eyes, Nikos did not defy his brothers on her and their 

behalf.  He did not consider their new found connection and instead chose his violent, 

unjust brother over her.  Once again, we see the romantic love being challenged through 

societal and familial tradition.   

 At this moment in the play the courage appears to be converting into revenge and 

power, and no longer love, forgiveness, and acceptance.  We also see in this moment Lydia‘s 

reaction to Nikos‘ love of his self and his traditional familial expectation over his love of the 

other, Lydia.  The final stage picture of this moment is a variation of the women‘s initial 

response to the men‘s first arrival.  While they return to the image of standing together 

center stage, joining hands, in this moment Lydia and Olympia are not physically behind 

Thyona, but standing next to her as equals in spirit and thought.  With this image we see a 

continued challenge to tradition and the proposal of a future based in independent thought. 

 It can be argued that while Lydia chooses to kill based on Nikos‘ rejection of their 

love and her needs, Thyona and Olympia‘s choose to kill based on the traditional familial 
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and power expectation.  Thyona is more from the realm of power and violence in order to 

be set free and Olympia‘s intention derives more from the realm of familial expectation.  

Lydia and Thyona agree to the pact twice and each time Olympia only agrees once her two 

older sisters agree (Mee 62-63).  The wedding officially begins the ‗game-changer‘ per say.  

 As we witness the brides ready for their wedding with Eleanor and Giuliano, there is 

a sense of palpable change.  It is as if the brides are on the edge of the earth preparing to 

jump.  This jump proves celebratory for Thyona as we see her for the first time embracing 

all things wedding.  The jump is unacceptable for Olympia as she implores Eleanor, 

―Nothing seems to be working out…people said sometimes you just have to settle but I 

don‘t want to I don‘t think I have to settle I don‘t see why at least on my wedding day I can‘t 

have things exactly the way I want them!‖ (Mee 63).  Olympia continues to identify a 

traditional sense of romantic love, where wedding days should be perfect and all brides 

treated like queens.  Lydia‘s jump proves to be unnerving as it is clear she is still questioning 

her decision and feelings for Nikos.  She does not speak through the entire event until the 

end when she avoids Eleanor‘s life lessons with, ―probably this is how people feel when 

they‘re drowning!‖ (Mee 64).   

 It is with that continued sense of tension that the action explodes into the beginning 

of the wedding ceremony.  It is as if the tradition wedding fanfare music signifies the 

pending death of romantic love.  It serves as announcement, a call to war, where the brides 

and grooms both expect to emerge victorious in the face of their adversaries.  The entire 

wedding event, including the ceremony and reception, represents the collision of two major 

themes within the play, love (and all its parts, romantic love, self love, familial love, societal 

love) and tradition and/or justice.  The structure of the event radiates tradition, especially 
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through the eyes of the grooms, Eleanor, and Bella, and imminent justice, especially through 

the eyes of Constantine and Thyona.  What is lacking is the sense of true love.   

 While the playwright indicates within the stage directions that there is a sense of 

genuine pleasure among those who are witnessing the marriage, i.e. Bella, Giuliano, Eleanor, 

and Leo, it is apparent that the motivation for the brides and grooms include everything 

from revenge, justice, ignorance, duty, and power (Mee 65).  As the reception unfolds the 

pursuit of the after mentioned intentions surface even further.  We observe Thyona and 

Constantine seduce, provoke, one-up, and dominate each other as they cut the cake and 

dance their first dance as man and wife.  We witness Olympia and Oed tease, flirt, and 

celebrate each other as they do the same traditional acts, yet with this couple there is a sense 

of innocent abandon, as if Olympia wishes to conveniently ignore that she is supposed to be 

on a mission to kill her groom.   

 And finally, we view Lydia and Nikos enchant and engage each other in an even a 

deeper sense.  The couple slowly but surely begins to radiate their attraction of and 

connection to each other as they dance in their own world downstage.  The magic of their 

first dance in their previous encounter as courters begins to over-whelm them in their 

second dance as husband and wife.  It is here where we see the seeds of romantic love return 

and embolden Lydia and Nikos.  At this moment we only have a sense of how strong this 

love will continue to build and conquer.   

 The playwright notes in the stage directions that the reception begins to segue into a 

―wild, violent, Dionysian‖ orgy (Mee 66).  We observe Thyona and Constantine, now 

wearing only their undergarments, continue to seduce and dominate each other, seeking 

justice and power, Olympia and Oed, her veil and make-up pulled-off and smeared and his 
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jacket thrown on the ground, continue to tease each other, seeking comfort and pleasure, 

and Lydia and Nikos, her feet bare and his jacket off and tie around her neck, captivate each 

other, seeking companionship and completion.  We hear the reception music smash-up get 

louder and faster and the physicality of the wedding party becomes manic with the grooms 

and brides moving through their male and female martial arts track (that we had witnessed 

previously in their individual rants).  We see the world become more and more destroyed 

with giant shadows and violent footlights, and as this builds into culmination of each bride 

and groom striking their individual mie position, an emulation of power and passion.    

 This moment before the absolute release of change is depicted through a frozen 

stage picture with the mie positions, specifically Lydia with her hand reaching out to Nikos 

her ability to need and connect with him now possible and Nikos with both of his arms 

spread wide open, his heart released and vulnerable to Lydia.  For a moment we witness 

limbo, the split second between feeling and action, tension and release, the ultimate holding 

of breath.  The ability for choice arrives with Bella‘s descend onto the still brides and 

grooms, she dances with abandon and pure joy down the center aisle, proceeding from the 

earth, the olive trees, among the people and entering upon the edge, the collision of what the 

world is and what the world could be.  She breathes life into the release when she touches 

Lydia, touches Nikos, and then leaves the world, allowing humanity to take its course with 

the hope that it will rise above its pending strife.   

 With Bella‘s exit comes the exhale.  Thyona stabs Constantine in the heart, the 

ultimate emulation of justice, Olympia suffocates Oed with the hanging fabric decoration, 

the ultimate emulation of merciful ignorance, and Lydia and Nikos make love under 

Giuliano‘s aubergene piano and Bella‘s olive tree strewn with twinkling, magical white lights; 
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ultimate emulation of true adoration.  The playwright then indicates in his stage directions 

that, ―people lie or sprawl, exhausted‖ (Mee 67).  We see the aftermath of carnage.  There is 

nothing but silence and stillness; ground zero.  It is from these ashes that the truth of love 

and the potential for change begins.   

 In these heightened theatrical moments of carnage and destruction, it is our   

interpretation to illustrate the gore and violence through visual imagery and choreography.  

Constantine‘s blood is depicted through an exurbanite amount of sheer, aubergene fabric, 

the color reiterating the duality of the read of passion and the blue of logic.  Thyona stabs 

Constantine with the heel of her stiletto shoe, representing the death of a dominating 

patriarchal society by the mode of the traditional expectation of female and bridal fashion.  

Olympia suffocates Oed with the elegant decorations of the estate, representing her need to 

follow orders but not commit fully to outright murder.  Our intention of using visual 

imagery and choreography to render the violence was in correspondence with the non-literal 

world initiated by the playwright.  Mee suggests in his work that the world be an installation 

for the piece to resonant off of and we interpreted this not only within the scenic elements, 

but in the props, accessories, and carnage. 

 By using fabric to represent blood, and the stiletto to represent a weapon, and 

movement to represent murder, we felt that we invited the audience into the creative 

interpretation, asking them to use their imagination to fill in the vivid details, completing the 

experience for themselves, as opposed to covering the entire stage with actual blood and 

risking the possibility of telling the audience how to think and feel about the most important 

event in the play.  The only moment that I would have liked to go further with is leaving the 

representation fabric-based blood all over the stage, as opposed to having Giuliano remove 
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it for the trial and end of the production.  I struggled with leaving the blood fabric 

everywhere as I felt it did not support the final moments of love trumping all, and instead 

conveyed a sense of violence trumps all.  In reflection, I feel that the blood fabric actually 

represented the imperative aspect of what love trumps, i.e. love trumps in the face of 

violence and carnage and it could have certainly remained throughout the production. 

 As the world lies tattered and torn, Piero, Giuliano, Eleanor, and Bella enter in 

horror and disbelief.  While the shadows have disappeared, the violent blend of the colors of 

passion red and power/justice blue, the aubergene hue, still bleeds all over the space.  

Olympia remains on the ground with Oed dead in her arms, her veil lying defeated next to 

her.  Thyona stands over the dead, mutilated body of Constantine, his blood, depicted by 

aubergene fabric covering the ground, breathing heavy yet inhaling the sense of freedom and 

victory.  Lydia and Nikos lie hidden under the piano cocooned within their carnal 

honeymoon suite.  Piero immediately moves into ‗clean-up‘ mode, ordering Giuliano to 

pick-up the mess.  As Giuliano attempts to clean but cannot due to the gravity of the 

massacre, Bella beseeches Piero, ―Piero you should have stopped this‖ (Mee 68).  We see the 

return of Bella‘s pursuit for a better world through compassion, and the discovery that the 

better future might need a firm push. 

 The continued conflict between the themes of love and tradition/justice resonates as 

Thyona surveys the completion of the pact with her sisters.  She observes the accomplished 

death of Oed, and then proceeds to Lydia‘s mission with, ―Lydia!  Lydia!  Who is that with 

you?‖ (Mee 68).  Lydia and Nikos emerge from the piano, bewildered and reborn.  As the 

newlyweds register the devastation around them, Lydia attempts to assuage Thyona‘s boiling 

judgment with her simple response, ―This is Nikos, my husband‖ (Mee 68).   
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What follows is Thyona and Olympia‘s disbelief and pain at Lydia‘s betrayal, 

 Thyona:  You didn‘t kill him? 
 Lydia:  I love him, Thyona. 
 Olympia:  You broke your word? 
 Lydia:  I couldn‘t do it. 
 Thyona:  We all agreed what we were going to do! 
 Lydia:  I love him! 
 Thyona:  You love him? 
 Lydia:  I‘m sorry, Thyona, I couldn‘t help myself. 
 Thyona:  You go behind our back.  You break your promise.  You betray your 
 sisters, and  you‘re sorry?  In any civilized society you would be put on trial and 
 hanged probably.  Or electrocuted (Mee 69). 
 
As Thyona defies Lydia‘s attempt to implore her through love, Piero steps in as further voice 

of tradition and dominance challenging Thyona with, ―Now.  Now.  Let‘s just stop where we 

are…let‘s just slow things down.  Everyone deserves a fair trial, after all‖ (Mee 69).  Thyona 

responds to this act of patriarchal reason with further challenge and regain of power with, 

―Oh!  Right!  Right!  Ok.  We‘ll put Lydia on trial.  And we will be the jury‖ (Mee 69).  As 

Piero begins to falter, another illustration of the eventual weakness of subjective reason, 

Bella intervenes with, ―And I will be the judge‖ (Mee 69).  Similar to the moment of change 

within the wedding reception, Bella descends once more as the omniscient seeker of truth 

and compassion. 

 Bella‘s descent can be linked to the previously mentioned roots of BIG LOVE, 

Aeschylus‘ THE DANAIDS.  It has been argued that in the ancient text, (albeit the actual 

text is officially lost; therefore, the argument is based on multiple scholarly deductions),  the 

goddess Aphrodite descends from above to serve as the judge, the voice of compassion, as 

opposed to the archetypal voice of reason (Garvie 166).  At this moment, Aphrodite 

proposes the ultimate offer of the play to not only the Danaids, but to the entire populous, 

which is to rule and resolve through love as opposed to justice.  Mee tributes Aeschylus 
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through the action of Bella serving as Aphrodite the judge, and then celebrates the original 

intention even further by revealing Bella‘s intentions through the response of the other, i.e. 

Giuliano, Thyona, Olympia, and ultimately Lydia and Nikos.  Bella‘s decree is only as 

resonant and imperative as the impact on the other people on stage and in the audience.  

 There are several examples of this encounter.  The first is when Bella first reveals her 

verdict,  

That‘s enough now.  That‘s enough…this is what I have to say.  You did a dreadful 
thing, you women, when you killed these men.  What could be worse than to take 
another‘s life?  And yet, you came to us, to my family and to me, to help you, and we 
failed you.  We share the blame with you.  What else could you have done?  You 
women made your own laws because you had no others to protect you.  This was 
your social contract.  And Lydia, in her betrayal of your pact, imperiled all of you.  I 
understand what you say (Mee 73). 
 

Bella begins the implementation of considering love over justice by offering her own sense 

of truth.  In acknowledging the injustice and sharing in the blame of the deaths, Bella 

suggests forgiveness and reconciliation through action.  When she connects with Thyona, 

recognizing the betrayal enacted by Lydia, we witness Thyona begin to listen.  It is 

imperative to note that after speaking for a significant portion of the play, Thyona does not 

speak again once Bella begins her verdict.  It as if Bella‘s life force renders Thyona 

speechless.  Thyona cannot help but listen to a woman that leads from a sense of female 

supremacy.   

 The significant aspect of this moment is that Thyona responds to a woman 

championing forgiveness over justice.  We see this event go further when Bella later pardons 

Thyona and Olympia, but this only arrives from the second and most imperative illustration 

of Bella‘s verdict, which is the pardon and praise of Lydia‘s choice to choose Nikos and love 

over the pursuit of justice and revenge.  Bella continues to invite the sisters into an 
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awakening when she embraces Lydia‘s courage and rules to Thyona that, ―You can‘t 

condemn your sister.  No matter what.  She chose love.  She reached out she found another 

person and she embraced him…and, if we cannot embrace another what hope do we have 

for life?  What hope is there to survive at all?‖ (Mee 74).   

 Through Bella‘s continued call to Thyona and Olympia to acknowledge Lydia‘s 

courageous effort to embrace another in the face of injustice and destruction, we witness the 

action grow from an emotional truth to a universal one.  Bella begins calling out to all 

spectators, beseeching them to consider facing the injustice in the world and choosing life 

and change through love with the final decree that, ―Love trumps all.  Love is the highest 

law.  I can be bound by no other.  Love of another human being --- man or woman --- it 

cannot be wrong‖ (Mee 74).  Bella continues to rally and implore at a universal and 

courageous level.  She reveals the idea that not everyone has to get married and that love 

includes all sexual preferences and identity, and in turn, the future of society should do the 

same.  This inclusive order speaks to not only Bella‘s acknowledgement of Lydia and Nikos, 

but to the independence of Thyona and Olympia, and the possible sexual identity of 

Giuliano.  With this moment Bella offers the essential proposal of the play, which is to 

embrace inclusion and awareness through love.   

 As previously mentioned, Bella speaks to this sense of inclusion and action when she 

pardons Thyona and Olympia with, ―There will be no punishment for you either, even 

though you may have done wrong, there will be no justice.  For the sake of healing for life to 

go on there will be no justice‖ (Mee 74).  Bella continues to implore the sisters as well as the 

citizens of the audience to consider the future of society in choosing positive action even in 

the face of injustice and strife.  At this moment the playwright also notes in the stage 
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directions that Thyona turns to face Bella when Bella offers the following, ―And now, you 

girls, alone in the world, what will you do?  I have to tell you, I wish you would stay on here 

with me.  I would take you in and care for you as my own daughters.  That would make me 

happy.  [To Thyona] I like a strong woman.  [To Olympia] And I like a woman who sticks 

with her sister.  You‘ll see, one day you‘ll find a good man.  Or not.  A woman doesn‘t 

always need a man‖ (Mee 74).  Bella offers a future to both Thyona and Olympia; she 

supports both of their strengths as independent women and invites them to begin a new life 

of awareness and the courage to live life through love.  It is an extension of the same gift 

that Bella shares with Lydia and Nikos.   

 Throughout Bella‘s verdict our production‘s interpretation of the visual world 

depicts several elements.  We observe the manifestation of the courageous love of Lydia and 

Nikos through their constant touch.  Even when Lydia discovers the freedom of self-love 

and other and shares this with her sisters she still physically connects and focuses on Nikos, 

leading through love in the face of societal and familial strife.  We also see Thyona and 

Olympia standing their ground directly opposite of Lydia and Nikos.  It is as if a clear and 

definitive line has been drawn between the sisters and Bella, as the proponent of higher 

power sits in the middle of this line.   

 The overall picture then consists of a triangle, with the courageous lovers at one 

point, the betrayed sisters at another, and the judge at the tip, all opening up towards the 

center aisle and the public.  When Bella shares her decree and moves to inspire all players 

and participants alike, she walks down the line between the lovers and sisters, as she did 

previously while bonding the lovers at the culmination of the massacre, and out onto the 

center aisle.  This action serves as illumination of her final proposal, which she shares in duet 
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with her grandson, Giuliano, to live together and embrace life, good and bad, and to 

celebrate the happiness, sorrow, regret, sympathy, and hope of humanity (Mee 75).   

 The final moment of the play, which our production interpreted as the beginning 

moment of beyond the play, begins when Bella and Giuliano celebrate and share life‘s gifts 

with each and every character and in turn, the audience.  Their duet weaves enchanting 

images of spring water welling up, piano virtuosos, red umbrellas, sunlight, pure poetry; they 

begin with decadence and complete with the earth, the beginning and end of all things.  With 

the offer of the earth itself and dirt the playwright suggests in the final stage directions that 

an end of a healthier and more hopeful ceremony begin, complete with a receiving line, 

family photo, and a kiss between Lydia and Nikos.  All of this is done; however, in the face 

of two murdered souls still upon the blood stained ground, the act of injustice still looming 

as a reminder that the courageous act of choosing love, choosing another is the action that 

must be sought, but only with open and vigilant eyes.  It is the future that is proposed to all 

as Lydia and Nikos exit up the center aisle, appearing as Mee describes, ―Disheveled, 

sheepish, and uncertain, even frightened, maybe even filled with foreboding‖ (Mee 78); for 

there is no such thing as happily ever after, only sympathy and the hope for positive, 

communal action in the future. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

PRE-PRODUCTION & PRODUCTION COLLABORATION 
 
Visual World/Design 
 
 When choosing BIG LOVE I was aware that the piece would allow me the 

opportunity to apply all my enhanced creative tools; however, it was not until I was in pre-

production, rehearsals, and the overall production process that I realized how applicable this 

happened to be.  The collaborative opportunity of BIG LOVE allowed me to work closely 

with the creative team from start to finish.  Because the playwright‘s work derives from the 

previously mentioned style of collage, where he borrows other thoughts, ideas, and events 

the design process mirrored this style.  The first pre-design meeting entailed an in-depth 

response and conversation regarding the play and its relevance and greater impact.  We 

dissected Chuck‘s potential intentions; to provoke current society to change our self-

involved tendencies, to invite us to celebrate love rather than revenge, to consider each other 

or the other while moving through life, to challenge tradition and institution, to embrace all 

kinds of love; romantic, familial, societal, etc.   

 We also discussed the world of the play and its blend of non-literal atmosphere with 

literal events and emotional experiences.  We wondered about how to invite the audience 

into believing and connecting to a visual world where the story and the characters live in an 

extravagant Italian villa with an outdoor, claw-foot tub, an olive tree growing through a 

grand piano, an Ungaro palette, fifty brides and grooms, a lavish soiree, and Italian matriarch 

smashing tomatoes a la aria, a helicopter arrival, all concluding with a wedding, a massacre, a 

trial, and a bride and groom recessional.  We pondered how to convey these spectacular 

moments in a subtle manner.  Logistically, we were on a budget; however, we felt out way 
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into the piece happened to be rendering in a simple, subtle nature, filling the crescendos 

through emotional velocity no matter what our limitations might be.  This process was a 

reiteration of my initial questions regarding the piece, which was how to land the true, deep, 

resonant moments within the heightened theatrical world; how to balance realistic emotional 

life that an audience cares about or connects to with a non-literal presentation.  I found this 

to be a constant nebulous question throughout the entire production process.  This 

continued throughout the design process and eventual choices, specifically beginning with 

my initial discussion with the designers.  

 My first discussion with the scenic designer began with sharing images that spoke to 

us in reference to BIG LOVE.  My first true ‗ah ha‘ moment occurred with our first one-on-

one meeting.  I realized the difference between the scenic designer‘s presentation of his 

images and my presentation of my images.  I introduced and clarified each one of the images 

I shared; its relevance to the piece, its deeper meaning, how I felt the image might fit into the 

emerging visual world of the play.  The scenic designer listened, nodded, and observed.  It 

was then his turn to share his images.  He simply pressed play on the slide show and 

continued to listen, nod, and observe.  There was no reveal of greater truth, or reason for 

choice, or even an emotional commitment to any image.  He just watched me watch and 

react to the images.  There was an incredible sense of observation and commitment to 

awareness of my, his audience‘s, impulse and initial reaction to each image; he cared more 

about my impulse than sharing his thoughts.  The scenic designer‘s process and treatment of 

our beginning steps within the BIG LOVE collaboration inspired me to begin listening and 

observing more.  I vowed to take this technique with me throughout the rest of the process 

and beyond. 
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 Another moment of discovery that set a precedent with not only collaborating with 

the scenic designer but with my collaboration on several other elements of the production 

was the literal v. non literal discussion.  From the very beginning of the process, the scenic 

designer and I challenged each other on the visual world of the play.  Looking back I feel it 

makes complete sense to embrace working with people who balance your affinity.  These 

collaborators see things from a contrary perspective, which adds depth and colors to 

eventual choices.   

 Throughout the process I was concerned that the scenic designer‘s non-literal 

renderings might confuse or push-out the audience from an already inherently abstract piece; 

however, I eventually realized that by arriving to a place where I could appreciate the non-

literal gestures and respect that they were coming from the natural truth of the play and our 

specific collaboration, I was inviting a sense of contrast.  I also felt that I discovered the 

need to still wonder and offer my own commitment to the specific given circumstances of 

the piece in order to layer in a sense of grounding and specificity.  Some of the specific visual 

choices that arrived from this collaborative process included the overall palette choice of 

aubergene, grey, and white, which also included multiple discussions with the costume and 

lighting designers. 

 An initial bold idea was an entirely white palette.  The choice of white was to explore 

our society‘s pursuit of lavish perfection, neutralization, and then the exposure and 

destruction of this chase through the blood and terror of the massacre.  We eventually 

decided that white might be too abstract and more of a contrast in neutral tones would bode 

well.  The neutral tones would also give us an opportunity for expressing the dichotomy 

within the story, where the Italians would wear the extravagant grey, black, and splashes of 
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aubergene, and the brides would wear earth tone neutrals until the wedding day, when they 

would take on the black and white of their new world.  The aubergene then arrived from our 

discovery that deep purple might convey the blend of polar(s) in humanity.  Aubergene was 

the combination of the red and heat of passion and the blue and cool of logic.  This color 

palette also offered a chance to propose other options or consideration for the blood, 

challenging perception that red and/or blood is only equivalent to terror, violence, and 

destruction.    

 Some further examples of the scenic design process include a sense of constant 

creating.  The scenic designer attended our first week of rehearsals, constantly playing and 

being inspired by the actors in the room.  We had discussed this collaborative process in pre-

production but it came to fruition while in the first phase of rehearsal.  I had never worked 

with a designer that was so present in the first steps of rehearsal and I hope to work this way 

from here on out whenever possible.  He was able to witness moments we were creating 

around the scenic world we had rendered.  He observed the actors living within in the world 

and this yielded a dialogue that enhanced the entire process and production.   

 By the scenic designer visiting rehearsals we were able to discover the use of the 

hanging pieces of fabric and the additional pieces of fabric for the massacre event, the 

placement and use of the bathtub, the movement and integration of Bella‘s table and chair, 

and the rhythm and style of tomato smashing, china throwing, wedding cake crushing, 

helicopter landing, shadow playing, and world transforming.   

 I cannot express enough how useful the moment to moment collaboration with the 

scenic designer was for the entire process.  I believe I should also mention that I did not 

always understand the scenic designer‘s approach to our collaboration.  There were several 
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occurrences where we did not agree and at that time I felt that he was making creative 

decisions for the piece that were not in tune with our process thus far.  At the time, I almost 

felt left behind, as if he was so inspired by our process that he felt comfortable making 

creative choices without an in-depth conversation.  It was in these moments that I met some 

of my largest obstacles and challenges.  I had to honor and respect the designer‘s intentions, 

yet communicate my concern.  I now fondly recall these challenges as ‗the pink lines and 

yellow tables‘ escapade, as our conflict was specifically about the pink runway lines on the 

center aisle of the set and the yellow hue chosen for Bella‘s table and chair.  In the beginning 

of our process we had discussed a color palette of earth tones for Bella‘s table and chair.  We 

had discussed representing the dichotomy of Bella‘s earthy, ancient familial world and 

Piero‘s decadent, chilly, modern world with Bella‘s physical items being birch wood and 

Piero‘s physical items being grey, glass-like, and chic.   

 The pink lines had been introduced via an original research photo while we explored 

the playwright‘s interest in the designer Emanuel Ungaro.  The scenic designer had 

discovered an image from a fuchsia and white themed Ungaro show.  There was indeed an 

image of a pristine runway with hot pink lines running down each side.  At that moment I 

was under the impression that the image was inspiration, not literal but metaphorical.  The 

model was constructed and presented and the runway was more of a grey-hued experience 

since we had moved away from the white palette and more into the grey palette.  There were 

indeed pink lines on the runway as well; however, they were blended under several layers of 

grey and the pink flavor was more of a subtle hint rather than a pop of hot pink.  Weeks 

went by, construction and scenic painting commenced.   

 One day I popped into the space.  As we discussed, I would be visiting the build  
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since all four designers and I were on the same page that all of our doors were open for 

frequent visits and dialogue.  They had just finished painting the runway and while it had the 

grey hue we had discussed, the pink lines were much more present than originally imagined.  

In fact, they were the opposite of subtle.  We were about to have either the second to last or 

last production meeting the end of that week and I felt an immediate sense of anxiety.  At 

that time I recall an instinctual gut feeling that the pink lines were not in our initial plan.   

 I decided to go to the scenic designer.  I tried to appear inquisitive yet firm.  There 

was a definite discrepancy and we needed to get to bottom of it and in a rather efficient 

manner since time was not on our side due to the pending final production meeting.  He 

shared that he felt we were in agreement with the pink lines and that I could not have an 

honest response until I saw the runway under the actual stage lights and not the work lights.  

While I agreed with this, I shared that I felt the color was not as subtle and/or integrated 

that we had previously agreed upon and I felt that the current presence of color represented 

a choice that I didn‘t necessarily have comprehension of or connection to.   

 This is where our working styles differed.  I had been coming from a sense of inside-

out, meaning all creative choices arrived from a specific internal intention.  He had been 

working from a sense of outside-in, meaning it seemed that his creative choices arrived from 

making a bold, vivid choice and then finding how it worked within the fabric of the larger 

world.  To be honest, at that moment I felt over-whelmed and stumped; as if we had not 

been on the same page at all the entire process.   

 This feeling continued throughout the first week of tech as then the yellow table and 

chair arrived, as well as several other discoveries including the cake, a new color for the 

massacre fabric, and wrapping for the bottom of the olive tree.  I feel that at that moment I 
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was at a cross-road as a fellow collaborator and the director of production.  I could continue 

pushing back, challenging the scenic designer‘s choices, especially since they were arriving at 

such a late point in the process, or I could embrace his intentions and figure out how they 

could enhance the production.  I chose the latter.  I still had another check-in with him to 

share how I‘d like to be a part of his decision process and that part of the process would be 

discussing the intention for the new idea.  He agreed and I think the production deeply 

benefited from our honesty, trust, and collaboration. 

 My discoveries in the true art of collaboration continued with the other design 

aspects as well.  I began both the costume and lighting design process with a similar 

commitment to visual impression at first, and then this continued into further moment by 

moment rendering.  Since BIG LOVE has no scene breaks, I found it imperative to create 

an event plot, where I scored the entire script, and then walked through each of these events 

with the design team (Appendix).  This event plot was especially useful in discovering the 

progression, or story-telling, through light and clothing throughout the piece.  As previously 

shared in the analysis component of this thesis, through exploration of the ancient to 

modern theme alive in the playwright‘s contemporary tribute to the ancient text, the costume 

designer and I found an opportunity to illuminate this through the brides‘ dress throughout 

the production.  This discovery in turn led to the commitment to each bride and each 

groom‘s independent characterization.  

 While the six individuals were meant to represent fifty brides and grooms, it was still 

important to the costume designer and me that each person was fully rendered, and the 

clothing was this chance.  We created a plot for each character and the designer specifically 

chose different elements of the universal palette to accent each person.  We witnessed three 
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brides dressed in similar Grecian dresses, but each value was a little different in progression.  

As the brides traversed and changed throughout the journey, their wedding attire enhanced 

their character, as if Thyona chose the sexy, striking white pants suit, black bustier, black 

stilettos, and vintage chic black hairpiece and veil, and Olympia chose the wedding cake-

motif, extravagant dress, dainty white sling-backs, and over-indulgent veil, and Lydia chose 

the romantic, lace-detailed dress, with simple white shoes, and traditional veil.   

 The wedding reveal allowed the visual to mirror the character and story shift.  The 

grooms‘ attire also emulated this major change, with the three men moving from their 

identical black athletic pants and grey t-shirts to tuxedos that suited their tastes, 

Constantine‘s impeccably traditional, satin-lined jacket, perfectly tailored pants, satin vest, 

and efficiently placed tie, Nikos‘ traditional yet softer jacket, purple and grey striped tie, still 

slightly baggy pants even with the presence of suspenders, and black and white Converse 

sneakers, and Oed‘s sporty yet sharp jacket and pants, open necked white button down shirt, 

and snazzy black dress shoes.  While both the brides and the grooms exist in continued 

uniform, there is a deep reveal of their individuality within the universal look.   

 The event plot also aided the planning for an actor playing two entirely different 

characters (with multiple quick changes), the wedding fashion show change of a lifetime (on 

stage with a team of dressers, incorporated into the flow of the story with the character of 

Eleanor acting as wedding planner and head dresser), and three separate highly physical 

movement pieces complete with body rolling, flailing, flipping, jumping, falling, stripping, 

and dragging.  While practical, the costume designer was fearless throughout this process.  

Only once did we have a true obstacle or lapse in communication, mainly due to the 

discovery that the men would not be able to do the rant choreography in anything but 
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athletic clothing.  The piece originally calls for the men to be in their tuxedos still; however, 

we did not have the budget to potentially outfit each groom with an extra pair of tuxedo 

pants for all of tech, previews, and run.  While I had suggested this potential issue early on in 

our creative process, I learned that it‘s sometimes more helpful for the designer to see the 

actual choreography instead of just having a conversation about it.  Essentially, I discovered 

that while email can be helpful in aiding communication and collaboration, in-person check-

ins and visuals are more productive, especially in the live art form of theatre.   

 Another example of the necessity of visuals in development can be seen in the 

lighting design process.  The lighting designer and I began in a similar vein to the scenic and 

costume process, with sharing inspiring images and wondering how the use of light could 

best emulate the thematic story-telling.  We spoke of the ancient v. modern progression, 

especially in regards to painting the brides‘ world in contrast to Bella‘s and then again in 

contrast to Piero and the groom‘s world.  What arrived from this discussion was naming the 

cooler, shadow-based palette as representation of the modern/Piero/male presence, and 

naming the warmer, Mediterranean-sun-based palette as representation of the ancient/Brides 

and Bella/female presence.  We also discovered if there was an essence of contrast in color, 

the blend could illustrate the proposal of the story, to be aware of and/or embrace both 

sides of the spectrum to move forward.   

 In our process, the lighting designer and I also collaborated with not only the writer‘s 

intention of the Mediterranean atmosphere on the verge of sunset, but with the scenic 

designer‘s choice to install three free-standing panels, one treated with a Banksy image of a 

little girl reaching for a heart-shaped balloon, the other adorned with a Michelangelo male 

statue, and the third painted completely black with the one doorway in the space.  Since the 
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scenic designer‘s choices provided a specific sense of architecture and frame, the lighting 

designer worked to highlight these images in necessary moments throughout the journey.  

For example, in the moment when Giuliano is serenading and inspiring the women, the 

Michelangelo is cast in shadow and the Banksy is dusted with hopeful strokes of shining 

light.  Another example, is when we arrive upon the wedding, the culmination of the ancient 

and modern, male and female, justice and love, and the panels are flown out of the world, 

revealing a cyc that the lighting designer filled with the value of color created on the 

combination of the cool blue and warm red, that after mentioned effervescent and 

foreboding aubergene.   

 Another example of the essential collaboration between the lighting and scenic 

design in order to create an effective visual world, can be seen in the light box that 

seamlessly scored the journey of the play.  Once the Banksy image was chosen, there was a 

mutual discovery that the heart balloon exist within the black panel in front of the Banksy 

panel and that it serve as its own light source as well.  The light box allowed another 

opportunity for light and color to score the thematic progression for the play.  The lighting 

designer timed the value change to begin with that sense of cool, chic blue, highlighting the 

world of Piero, and then as the action unfolded, the cool blue slowly but surely shifted closer 

and closer towards the warmer, passionate red end of the color spectrum, as if color and life 

were returning to the world.  We also discovered that at some moments in the play, 

especially Constantine‘s soliloquy, the heart had already shifted to the warmer value, and 

while at first we felt that this was perhaps in contrast to Constantine‘s intentions, we 

eventually embraced this contrast as continued offer to the audience to consider every aspect 

of each proposition. 
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 A final aspect of the lighting design collaboration that I‘d like to highlight is the 

continued discovery that even when it might seem that everyone is clear on a full rendering 

of a piece, it still takes visual and specific examples to solidify the approach.  For example, as 

previously mentioned, there are several musical pieces throughout the piece, specifically the 

women‘s rant and the man‘s rant.  While the choreography and score were tightly 

synchronized, the lighting did not appear to be completely within the same rhythm.  The 

choices continued to live in the more atmospheric world that had been successful in other 

moments throughout the piece.  While we did address this incongruity at the beginning of 

tech, in reflection, I should have encouraged the lighting designer to attend and meet with 

the choreographers and sound designer in our separate meetings in order to create a 

seamless vocabulary for all before we arrived at tech.  I feel that it was necessary for me to 

continue inspiring collaboration that was very much specific to the world of Charles Mee, 

where story and action behave in collage-like manner at all times.  

 These collage-like tools were quite successful in my collaboration with the 

choreographers and sound designer.  From the start we worked closely; the movement 

choreographer created a movement audition, immediately introducing the physical 

vocabulary for the piece to all the potential cast members, the sound designer created a 

playlist for the first read-through (based on the writer‘s intentions as well as our own 

discoveries), the movement and fight choreographers and the sound design met several 

times before first rehearsal, pondering the message of the piece, the physical and aural 

rendering of the characters and the story, and the possible way in for our rendering and 

process.  There was also a discovery made early on to trust each other‘s strengths in order to 

collage a diverse treatment of the movement and sound design.  While the movement 
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choreographer suggested Viewpoints in order to build ensemble awareness and physical 

characterization, the fight choreographer suggested Martial Arts to explore and emulate the 

traditional male-spirit (kicking and punching) Taekwondo and the traditional female-spirit 

(life force, pushing of energy) Tai Chi, and the Sound Designer proceeded to investigate 

these impulses in order to continue shaping the soundscape.   

 I also found that by encouraging my fellow artists to follow their impulses and 

expertise, we were able to create multiple ways in to the piece for not only us, the creator, 

but the audience as well.  The collage-like collaboration continued throughout rehearsals, 

with the choreographers, sound designer, and me inviting the cast to contribute further 

discoveries and strengths, especially when shaping the rants and massacre.  We created an 

open environment by inviting everyone to be collaborators and invest in the total process of 

the piece.  We were also able to focus this work by providing specific tool boxes, especially 

for the movement rendering process.  Both choreographers did a day‘s worth of workshops 

to introduce Viewpoints and the Martial Arts specializations to the actors, so when we 

arrived at choreographing the rants and massacre, the actors were able to call upon their own 

impulses based on their newly developed skills.   

 Another highlight of this collaborative process was specific to the music of the piece.  

Since the playwright invites all productions to be co-creators within their own rendering of 

the piece, when we arrived upon ‗Bewitched, Bothered, and Bewildered‘ and ‗You Don‘t 

Own Me‘ we invited the cast once again to build this experience.  The sound designer and I 

made suggestions to the cast regarding the overall arch and purpose of each piece as well as 

the sound, but the actors owned these pieces by choosing where in the song they wanted to 

sing, when they wanted each other to join, how they wanted to portray the intention of the 
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piece, and the overall performance of both these songs were completely owned by the actor.  

‗Bewitched, Bothered, and Bewildered‘ landed so well that most audience members each 

night believed that the actor playing Giuliano was indeed playing the grand piano (it was pre-

recorded, but he lived the movement). 

 A final example of the strong collaboration between the movement and sound 

design can be supported by the audience response to the soundscape.  As previously shared, 

most of the modern music choices were based on not just the thematic approach to the 

progression from old to new, but a hope to honor the demographic of the audience.  I had 

the pleasure of serving as guest lecturer at two different courses at Temple in regards to the 

production.  One course was a non-major course and the other was a major course.  In both 

classes, the over-whelming positive response to the soundscape was inspiring.  There were 

several requests for the ‗soundtrack‘ and consistent interest in the playwright‘s exciting 

dedication to collaborative acts such as weaving in pop music to further emulate ancient 

themes.  One student even shared that she felt more invited into the production because of 

the music.  She felt that we spoke to her with music she knows and loves; therefore, she was 

willing to empathize and connect to the characters and story even more. 

 

Casting and Rehearsals 
  
 At the beginning of the pre-production process I recall wondering how I was going 

to create an audition for such an epic and diverse piece.  I was in search of extraordinary 

artists, who would be willing to score and commit to a text with Shakespearean quality 

poetry and imagery, approach the highly physical and musical events with both abandon and 

strict focus, dedicate to the ensemble and yet define a distinct characterization, and 
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emotionally render a deep and believable performance in an ambitious, circus-like world.  

The call backs were close to Olympic-style events.  The actors were asked to read in several 

scenes, (the brides and grooms candidates specifically switching in and out of several 

different pairings), rendering the textual, emotional, and physical life of the character.  They 

were also asked to complete a movement audition where there were ensemble-based 

exercises and solo-created movement pieces.  The entire call back experience spanned two 

evenings between the traditional reading component and movement session.   

 What transpired during those two evenings was incredible and inspirational.  Not 

only did each member of the twenty or so actors commit fully and deeply to the scene and 

movement work, they encouraged and supported each other throughout the entire process.  

Since this piece is such an ensemble-based experience, I decided to invite all those called 

back to be in the room at the same time to begin the ensemble building from the beginning.  

Now, this could have back-fired if there was an ounce of fear or threat within the group of 

actors, but not one person blinked when this idea was offered, in fact, they all welcomed the 

experience and everyone left both call back sessions sharing that they felt they just left a 

great class and not an audition at all.  It was incredibly exciting to witness a group of actors 

exude such positivity and fierce creativity throughout call backs.  I also quickly realized that 

this experience was made possible by the piece.  Since the play was written to invite 

collaborators into the process, the call backs naturally mirrored this intention.   

 After such an enthralling experience, the actual casting was only tricky based on 

sharing candidates/ideas with my fellow directors that season.  I needed to prepare more 

than one list as well as several scenarios in order to confirm synchrony no matter what the 

outcome.  The casting session was a lesson in patience and flexibility.  It was also a lesson in 
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negotiation, as I had to learn how to protect my production‘s best interests while still 

collaborating with the other two production‘s best interests.  I believe I emerged with a solid 

cast, though I did have some minor reservations with a couple of actors.  My concerns were 

mainly based on the after mentioned ability to render both text and emotional truth at the 

highest level possible.  I did know that these actors were strong artists in their own right, and 

the trick would be to tease out and strengthen their command of the text.  I will speak 

further to this outcome when I address the rehearsal process. 

 The positive experience of call backs instigated a similar rehearsal process.  I arrived 

at the start of rehearsals with my initial thoughts and instincts as well as my pre-production 

analysis.  I also arrived with the lessons learned from call backs, intending to continue 

exploring and inspiring the most creative and organic process possible.  I also planned to 

balance the encouragement of play and ensemble building with focused text scoring.  These 

goals were put into action by scheduling two days of workshops, building ensemble, 

exploring the visual and physical world, and experimenting with physical characterization. 

 Ultimately, I worked to establish the tools for organic process, and then scheduled 

one-on-ones with each actor throughout the entire three week process, where they had an 

opportunity to check-in on their character arc, moment-to-moment work, and scoring their 

soliloquies.  This parallel pursuit served our process well.  While we created the overall 

ground work for the visual story-telling through the ensemble-building and staging rehearsals 

(which were also organic, with the first week consisting of the actors following their 

impulses and making initial choices both emotionally and physically within the space, and 

then the second and third weeks consisting of shaping and focusing of these choices); we 
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also created the specific moment to moment emotional life through the one-on-ones and 

deeper scene work.   

 The joint venture of creating the visual story-telling and emotional life through the 

parallel experiences was greatly supported by the choreographers and the vocal coach.  Both 

collaborators significantly assisted the development of each actor‘s performance.  As 

previously mentioned, I had been concerned with some of the actors‘ handle of the text, and 

it was with their combined work with the choreographers, vocal coach, and me that their 

command of both the text and emotional life landed.  The actors were exposed to many 

different tools, (including text analysis, vocal support, diction, pacing, and awareness) and 

this assisted them in enhancing their work and specifically piecing together their character‘s 

textual, emotional, and physical life.  While there was still work to be done by performances, 

(when is there not work to be done), the actors were certainly more specific and committed 

than the first day of rehearsal.  In fact, several of the acting faculty commented on the 

impressive unlocking of some of the actors‘ text work.  It was incredibly encouraging for the 

cast and for the creative team to hear such a positive response, especially since this meant 

that the piece was being shared with the audience to the best of our abilities. 

 While the balance of the working emotional/textual life with visual story-telling 

seemed to work overall, there were a couple of obstacles that needed added attention.  The 

first example was one of the actor‘s frustrations with the dual roles and the physical and 

emotional demands of rendering two completely different characters.  This was where the 

multiple creative team collaborators did not work as well.  Since the actor already had two 

different tracks to follow, he needed a focused response and process.  I do think we were 

able to discover this obstacle before it was too late; however, in the future I would like to 
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recognize the symptoms of this sooner and hopefully assuage the issue before it becomes 

too over-whelming for the actor.  I believe the key is constantly checking-in with all parties 

when there are more than one creative team members in the rehearsal process, especially to 

confirm that the same process and language style is being pursued. 

 Another example of an obstacle within the rehearsal process was the need to balance 

the actors‘ needs with the needs of the production.  Since we were attempting to produce an 

ambitious piece within a set timeline there were several times throughout the rehearsal 

process where the pressure to perform was high.  I tried my best to keep the process 

positive, constantly reminding us all that it is truly called a play for a reason and that we are 

pursuing through passion not plight.  Of course this is easier noted than lived, and at times 

we all felt the crunch.  An example of this obstacle was most Saturday rehearsals, especially 

the last Saturday before our tech.   

 Reflecting on this schedule, in the future I will never plan a run-through at the end 

of a full eight hour day.  By the time we got to the run, especially the designer runs, each 

Saturday, the company was exhausted and we never really had an opportunity to feel good 

after a run.  I also never had time to personally connect with the company after each run; 

therefore, notes were never in person and I felt disconnected from the cast when personal 

connection was absolutely necessary, again, in such an emotionally and physically demanding 

piece.  I also feel that we were up against some natural obstacles due to several actors 

applying for graduate school during our last week of rehearsals, the winter weather, and the 

common cold.  While I believe we were able to persevere, I hope to continue helping the 

process as much as possible in the future, controlling what I can control in order to be 

prepared for what I cannot control. 
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Tech and Performances 
 
 Overall, we were able to continue working throughout tech.  I tried my best to 

balance my focus on the designers/tech with the actors/performance.  There was also an 

added component to tech, which was the pure need for safety of the space.  While safety is 

always a necessity in production, we had the added component of the center aisle on a rather 

steep rake.  I committed myself to the actors, especially during our spacing rehearsal and the 

costume parade.  I felt it was my responsibility to make sure that the actors felt completely 

comfortable traversing the aisle as well as all of the rant choreography.   

 By the time we hit final dress we were in a reasonable place.  There was still work to 

be done with orchestrating the lighting choices with the rants and massacre, finessing some 

movement moments that were not quite landing, and specifying the moment to moment 

even further, especially within the final soliloquies. I was also working towards further 

highlighting the male presence within the rendering.  I had received feedback that the 

counter to the female life force was not as deep; therefore, diminishing the male v. female 

conflict.  The male force had to be more dominant and I continued work with the grooms 

and Piero to further their pillage and forceful challenge of the women. 

 We also received feedback regarding the sound level choices for the rants.  The 

concern was that the level was too high in both rants; therefore, over-powering what felt to 

be essential text within each piece.  This was one of the most delicate obstacles within my 

production process.  While the sound designer and I honored the feedback and attempted 

several different ideas to possibly assuage the concern, I kept returning to the text and the 

writer‘s original intention.  The specific moment was when Lydia spoke her soliloquy about 

the future of mankind at the end of the women‘s rant.  The playwright specifically notes that 
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similar to the violation of her first soliloquy with the helicopter arrival of the grooms, the 

second soliloquy should be taken over by the music and no longer be heard by the audience.  

Lydia should not be heard, and that is the point.  Both the sound designer and I decided to 

keep the deafening music moment in to not only honor the writer‘s intention but to honor 

our initial choice to over-come Lydia until the end of the play when everyone (including the 

audience) is ready to hear her.   

 The response was complex.  There were some that were furious with us, angry that 

we would dare drown out text, some deemed it not supportive of the moment, some were 

confused and wondered if we made a mistake, and some loved it.  One of the sound 

designer‘s students actually felt that the choice to drown out Lydia with the music pushed 

her to empathize with Lydia even further, giving her an opportunity to ponder the moment 

in her own right.  At first, I was bothered by the negative response, I felt that perhaps we 

had made the wrong decision and that we should have gone with the initial negative 

response and turn the music down.  But then I felt inspired in a strange, unique way.  While 

the moment didn‘t make everyone happy, per say, it did make everyone feel and respond 

viscerally to the moment.  I believe this was what the playwright was after in this moment, 

and I felt it was my responsibility as director to deliver this rendering. 

 The run of the production went quite smooth.  Some of the highlights of this phase 

of the process included witnessing the audience respond to the transformation of 

Tomlinson, their participation in the lobby display where they contributed to black boards 

asking them to define love, courage, and justice, and most of all their lively engagement with 

each performance.  The show was different each night based on the audience‘s collaboration.  

It was an absolute inspiration to watch the audience take in the magic of live theatre.  There 
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was keen observation with Lydia‘s entrance, pure pleasure with the brides‘ rock star moment, 

Bella‘s tomato soliloquy, and Giuliano‘s piano serenades, engaged interest with each musical 

moment, expelling of audible ‗awe‘s‘ with Lydia and Leo‘s dance and Lydia and Nikos‘ 

dance, clapping and singing along with the wedding reception, invested intrigue with 

Constantine‘s soliloquy, shock and silence with the massacre, audible exhales with Bella and 

Lydia‘s final soliloquies, and chills with the final moment of the recessional of the bride and 

groom.   

 While the overall response ran the gamut from appreciation to confusion to dislike 

to adoration, we felt successful because each performance the audience felt invited into the 

experience.  We succeed in collaborating with not just the dedicated theatre patron, but the 

college student that was required to be there, the family member obligated to attend his 

cousin‘s school show, the proud mother, the intrigued citizen, the faculty member, the 

theatre student.  Each performance reminded us of the beauty, necessity, and honor of 

theatre. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 

OVERALL REFLECTION 
 
 BIG LOVE has been a complete culmination of my MFA Directing experience.  

Through numerous learning opportunities within the program, I have received a creative 

foundation to apply my work in text/dramatic action analysis, visual story-telling, character 

exploration, (both dramatically and physically), rehearsal process/technique, design 

collaboration, and audience engagement.  Throughout the production process for BIG 

LOVE, I found myself referencing several textbooks and notes from Directing Practicum, 

(specifically the research/analysis technique within Katie Mitchell‘s A Director‘s Craft and 

the activation technique of text within Adrian Noble‘s How To Do Shakespeare), calling 

upon coaching skills developed in Graduate Acting, Le Coq, and Voice & Movement 

courses, exploring potential visual story-telling and spatial rendering discovered in 

picturization exercises in Practicum and visual research in Scenic Design, Costume Design, 

and Visual History courses, and considering the importance and greater impact of thematic 

development and audience engagement realized in Dramatic Criticism and Dramaturgy 

courses. 

 Through my work on BIG LOVE I have also discovered that my work as a director 

has become more specific and active.  By obtaining a dynamic tool box of not only 

technique but vocabulary, I have been able to respond to my fellow collaborators‘ choices 

with a deeper sense of awareness of their craft and process.  While I feel that I have strong 

impulses when it comes to response to an actor and/or designer‘s work, my ability to convey 

these impulses has never been this developed.  I am now able to encourage grounded, 

moment-to-moment work from actors, inspiring through good questions and inviting 
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collaboration through dialogue regarding character objectives and relationships, given 

circumstances, physical characterization, and fears and desires.   

 Through another textbook from Directing Practicum, Declan Donnellan‘s The 

Actor and the Target, I have been able to assist actors with continuing their awareness of 

and dedication to the other within scene work and overall story-telling.  I had always felt 

drawn to process and performance that illustrated deep listening and responding, but it was 

not until Donnellan‘s writing did I have the context and vocabulary to specifically name the 

process within rehearsal.  I discovered how to tease out responsive acting from the artists of 

BIG LOVE, by asking them to constantly check-in with the other, asking them how they 

were landing on the other person, and as my advisor so actively noted, how they were 

making the other person feel.  In an epic play overflowing with soliloquies and poignant 

poetry it was dangerous to allow general or self-serving performances.  I needed to be 

vigilant in unlocking broad acting choices in order to assist the company in rendering 

specific characters with specific objectives and relationships in order to fill the emotional life 

of the play. 

 Another example of the enhancement of my directing skills through the joint 

experience of practicum and practice can be seen in my scoring of the overall story and 

therefore, production of BIG LOVE.  I once again found practicum learning opportunities 

to be helpful in the highlighting and rendering of events throughout the production.  I had 

appreciated and utilized the sense of unit breakdowns in previous productions, but the 

concepts of tension and release or stillness and movement were much more helpful, 

especially in such a significant piece as BIG LOVE.  Scoring and coaching the play from a 

sense of tension and release activated the events in a specific manner.  The more I 
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discovered and shared the shifts in action through characterization and story-telling, the 

more the play lived.  By naming the tension and release throughout each event of the play, 

my collaborators (cast and artistic team) joined me in creating a specific and vivid story. 

 A final example of how my work within BIG LOVE benefitted from my learning 

experiences within the program was my comprehensive ability to render an entire production 

as an essential component of a season and company.  Through my work in audience 

engagement in Directing Practicum and Dramaturgy, I was interested in developing the 

community of not only BIG LOVE but of Temple Theaters.  I created a strategic plan for 

varied experiences throughout the process of production in order to inspire interest and 

audience collaboration.  One of these experiences included hosting two guest lecturers for 

both the undergraduate and graduate student body in tandem with the opening of BIG 

LOVE.   

 The first guest was Erin Mee, the after mentioned daughter of Charles Mee, and the 

second guest was playwright Craig Lucas, a colleague of Charles Mee.  Both guests spoke to 

the current and future state of theatre, the dire need to continue reaching out through live 

theatre in order to push the medium forward, and the dynamic work of Charles Mee.  Erin 

also spoke with the cast of BIG LOVE after her lecture, sharing some further insight into 

creating her father‘s world of theatre.  It was an honor and inspiration to host such 

luminaries of the craft and I believe their presence enhanced the production impact. 

 Another example of further audience engagement with BIG LOVE was a post-show 

discussion, again with Erin Mee, as well as with Michael Kauffman, an English professor 

from Temple‘s English Department, and Allen Kuharski, the Chair of Swarthmore College‘s 

Department of Theatre.  While the group of attendees was intimate, the discussion was 
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lively, inspiring response to the generational impact of the play, the question of why this play 

is produced all over the country, and the question of whether or not the violence was 

present enough throughout the conclusion of the production.  Once again, there was a 

continued dedication to the communal experience of the play. 

 

Conclusion 

 In my post-show feedback session for the production, some of my colleagues 

expressed their pleasant surprise that I chose such a production as BIG LOVE.  They shared 

that they would have thought I might have chosen a more intimate and controlled piece, 

perhaps a classical text.  They did not imagine that I would chose a play written by a man 

who enjoys, ―plays that are not too neat, too finished, too presentable…[they] are broken, 

jagged, filled with sharp edges, filled with things that take sudden turns, careen into each 

other, smash up, veer off in sickening turns.  That feels good…it feels like…life‖ (Mee 214).  

While my choice of BIG LOVE might have been surprising to those that know me quite 

well, in fact, it was just the play for me at this time.  For I too have experienced the sharp 

edges, sudden turns, unfinished, and messy moments in life, and to me, it is these moments 

that deserve to be theatre. 
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APPENDIXES 

PLAYWRIGHT BIOGRAPHIES 
 
Charles L. Mee 
 
Charles Mee was raised in Barrington, Illinois and educated at Harvard University. Following 
his graduation from university in 1960, Mee moved to New York City where he wrote plays 
for Off-Off-Broadway and supported himself as an editor and writer for the hardcover arts 
magazine Horizon. Between 1972 and 1993 he wrote eleven books on world history and 
American international relations, including: Meeting at Potsdam (1975); The End of Order: 
Versailles, 1919 (1980); The Marshall Plan: The Launching of the Pax 
Americana (1984); Rembrandt's Portrait: A Biography (1988); and Playing God: Seven Fateful 
Moments When Great Men Met to Change the World (1993); and a memoir, A Nearly Normal 
Life (1999).  

In 1986 Mee wrote the libretto for choreographer and director Martha Clarke's dance-theatre 
piece Vienna: Lusthaus, a meditation on turn-of-the-century Vienna. He used his skills and 
impulses as an historian to create a collage-like text by directly lifting material from historical 
sources and combining it alongside personal descriptions of his own dreams. This 
patchwork combination of found texts and his own imagination became the template in 
which he would compose all of his future plays, a technique inspired by the collage painting 
of surrealist painter Max Ernst and contemporary artist Robert Rauschenberg.  

Mee's plays have been inspired by classical and modern texts, including ancient Greek 
drama, drama from the Yuan dynasty of China, Indian dance drama, and the works of 
William Shakespeare, Molière, Anton Chekhov, Bertolt Brecht, and Maxim Gorky. His 
Greek play adaptations include Orestes 2.0; The Bacchae 2.1.;Agamemnon 2.0; Trojan Women 
2.0; Big Love; True Love; and Iphigenia 2.0. Mee is the resident playwright of the SITI Company 
with whom he has written bobrauschenbergamerica; Hotel Cassiopeia; Soot and Spit (the musical); and 
Under Construction, which explore the work of contemporary artists Robert Rauschenberg, 
Joseph Cornell, James Castle, Jason Rhoades, and Norman Rockwell. Other plays 
include The Investigation of the Murder in El Salvador; Time to Burn; Full Circle; Summertime; First 
Love; Wintertime; Vienna Lusthaus (Revisited); Limonade Tous Les Jours; Salome; A Perfect 
Wedding; Belle Epoque; Fetes de la Nuit; Mail Order Bride; and Gone. 

Charles Mee's plays have been produced in New York at New York Theatre Workshop, The 
Joseph Papp Public Theater, Second Stage Theatre, Brooklyn Academy of Music, and 
Lincoln Center Theater. His work has premiered at the Mark Taper Forum, Berkeley 
Repertory Theatre, American Repertory Theatre, Steppenwolf Theatre Company, La Jolla 
Playhouse, the Humana Festival for New American Plays at Actors Theatre of Louisville, as 
well as in Berlin, Paris, Amsterdam, Brussels, Vienna, and Istanbul.  

Mee is the recipient of the lifetime achievement award in drama from the American 
Academy of Arts and Letters, two OBIE Awards for Vienna: Lusthaus (1986) and Big 
Love (2002), a Laura Pels Foundation Award for Drama, and a TCG grant. His work is made 
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possible by the support of Jeanne Donovan Fisher and Richard Fisher and his plays can be 
found at http://www.charlesmee.org (Charles Mee Biography/Emory 1). 
 
 
Aeschylus            
 
Aeschylus was the first of the three ancient Greek tragedians whose work has survived, the 
others being Sophocles and Euripides, and is often recognized as the father of tragedy.  His 

name derives from the Greek word aiskhos (αισχος), meaning "shame". According to 
Aristotle, he expanded the number of characters in plays to allow for conflict among them; 
previously, characters interacted only with the chorus. Only seven of an estimated seventy to 
ninety plays by Aeschylus have survived into modern times; there is an ongoing debate about 
the authorship of one of these plays, Prometheus Bound.  Seven against Thebes, which was 
performed in 467 BC, picks up a contrasting theme, that of fate and the interference of the 
gods in human affairs. It also marks the first known appearance in Aeschylus's work of 
a theme which would continue through his plays, that of the polis (the city) being a vital 
development of human civilization. Aeschylus would continue his emphasis on the polis 
with The Suppliants in 463 BC (Hiketides), which pays tribute to the democratic 
undercurrents running through Athens in advance of the establishment of a democratic 
government in 461 (Emory 1).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.charlesmee.org/
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EVENT PLOT 
 

1. Top of Show – (p.1) – ‗The Bride‘s Processional‘ / ‗Lydia‘s Entrance‘ 
a. Scenic – center aisle and eventually stage 
b. Lighting – center aisle and eventually stage 
c. Costumes – Grecian dress, barefoot, bouquet? 
d. Sound – Mozart/Marriage of Figaro 

 

2. ‗Bathtub‘ / ‗The Bride is Crucified or Baptized‘ (p.1) 
  * 14 Pages in bathtub 

a. Scenic – bathtub, bubbles? 
i. Bubble wrap 

b. Lighting – bathtub, water? – opportunity for juxtaposition of Lydia and 
David statue 

c. Costumes – bathtub, partial nudity? 
i. What is she wearing when she gets out? Blue fabric, bubble-wrap 

representing water, while blowing bubbles? 
d. Sound – bathtub – water sound? 

 

3. ‗The Bride is Observed‘ / Giuliano‘s Entrance (p.2) 
a. Scenic – G‘s entrance with a glass of wine in hand and L still in bathtub 
b. Lighting – this is Italy, rose and white / Midsummer eve – long, golden twilight 
c. Costumes – G‘s entrance, L still in tub 
d. Sound – Pachelbel‘s Canon in D 

 
4. ‗G encounters Lydia‘ / ‗Hotel, Refuge, or Home?‘ (p. 2-7) 

a. Scenic – same as above 
b. Lighting – same 
c. Costumes – same 
d. Sound – music note on p. 8 regarding possible end of song? 

 

5. ‗Olympia and Thyona‘s Entrance‘ (p. 7) 
a. Scenic – center aisle onto platform / Lydia still in tub? / Suitcases or trunks? 

i. 6-Piece Luggage set? 
b. Lighting – center aisle onto platform 
c. Costumes – Olympia and Thyona in Grecian dresses, Olympia carrying 

shoes, Thyona without shoes / Lydia still in tub? 
d. Sound – Clarke‘s Trumpet Voluntary 

 

6. ‗The Women Scorned or You Don‘t Own Me‘ (p.8) 
a. Scenic – Olympia joins Lydia w/tub and Thyona unpacking luggage, perhaps 

shattering china? 
i. Holders clashing with a sound effect? 

b. Lighting –  
c. Costumes – Lydia gets out of tub at end of song with help of Olympia 
d. Sound – You Don’t Own Me or modern riff of this song 

 
7. ‗Bella‘s Entrance / ‗A Good Man is Hard to Find‘ (p.8-13) 
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a. Scenic – Bella enters with chair, table, and basket of tomatoes (tomato event) – 
perhaps Giuliano assists her with this process?  Where are the sisters?  Is the 
tub still present?  Are there shattered pieces of china everywhere? 

i. How many tomatoes does she save/keep? (Leave to figure out in 
rehearsal with Bella actor) 

b. Lighting – Where does Bella enter from?  Does the light change when she 
enters? 

c. Costumes – Lydia now back in Grecian outfit, Olympia and Thyona in same 
/ Bella in first look with apron and babushka 

d. Sound – hmmm / perhaps underscore of some sort here to score tomato 
event? 

 
8. Bella‘s Exit and Piero‘s Entrance / ‗You should make them stay for dinner‘ – ‗The 

world is a complicated place‘ (p.13-20) 
a. Scenic – Bella exits – do her table, chair, and tomatoes go with her?  Piero 

enters with glass of wine and asks G to clean everything up 
i. Where is the party? Using scrims with light and sound showing 

through… 
b. Lighting – where does Bella exit to?  Do the lights change when she enters?  

Where does Piero enter from?  Where is the party?  Is there light coming 
from this party? 

c. Costume – Piero‘s first look / Sisters remain in Grecian dresses 
d. Sound – see note regarding champagne music from inside the house / Party 

i. Party sound effect 
 

9. Piero‘s Exit / ‗I‘ve Known Men‘ (p.20-23) 
a. Scenic – Piero exits – the Sisters begin the first part of the physical journey – 

movement piece / where/how do we imagine this happening?  Can there be wind 
as helicopter arrives? 

b. Lighting – what does this movement piece look like?  Should it be lit or 
enhanced as a musical number would be enhanced, mood-wise? 

c. Costume – high physical movement --- any concerns with this?  Knees and 
elbows? 

i. Invasion of style with complete costumes (literal)? Aviators up for 
plank walk and shoes non-slippery. 

ii. Grooms costumes will be taken off when exit 
d. Sound – what can the underscore music be for this experience?  How can it 

blend into the presence/arrival of the helicopter growing into the women 
eventually shouting over the sound? / Stanley‘s Trumpet Tune is suggested 

i. Song for entrance (metaphoric) - see #10 
 

10. ‗Grooms‘ Entrance‘ / ‗Stand Away From the Helicopter‘ (p.23-26) 
a. Scenic – Grooms‘ entrance via helicopter – how can they abuse the space?  Can 

this be a center aisle invasion? 
b. Lighting - Grooms‘ entrance via helicopter – how can they abuse the space?  

Can this be a center aisle invasion? 
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c. Costume – Grooms‘ entrance – tux(s) with ‗James Bond‘ black covert suits, 
hats, and aviators over their tux(s), each groom has character specific shoes 

d. Sound – loudspeaker for ‗Stand back…‘ / Ride of the Valkyrie? 
 

11. ‗Piero‘s Entrance‘ / ‗Do you see what happens when Americans want something?‘ 
(p. 26-27) 

a. Scenic –  
b. Lighting – where does Piero come from and where does he take the grooms? 
c. Costume – do the Grooms exit with their flight suits and then change off-

stage?  Is Piero still in his first look or has he changed into his full party attire 
yet? 

d. Sound –  
 

12. ‗The Men‘s Exit‘ / ‗I Don‘t Need A Man‘ (p.28-31) Choreograph Experience 
a. Scenic – ‗Physical Throw-Down Experience’ / where/how do we imagine this 

happening?  On mats on the raised pit sections as well as on the rake 
platform?   

i. Mats on orchestra for brides physical throw-downs. Can jump from 
extended platform to mat and raked stage to mat. 

b. Lighting – what does this movement piece look like?  Should it be lit or 
enhanced as a musical number would be enhanced, mood-wise? 

c. Costume – high physical movement --- any concerns with this?  Knees and 
elbows? 

i. Can Bella be present for this? 
ii. Shoes? (Barefoot?) 
iii. Different pants for this process will be changed to marriage (good) 

pants? 
d. Sound – what can the underscore music be for this experience?  Perhaps St. 

Vincent‘s ‗Paris is Burning‘?  Or perhaps some Nico Muhly? 
 

13. ‗Bella & G‘s Entrance w/ Wedding Gifts‘ / ‗G, Olympia, and Bella‘s Perspective‘/ 
‗Bella‘s Exit (p 34)‘ (p 31-35) 

a. Scenic – what do the wedding gifts look like?  Where/how do they arrive?  Do 
they stay throughout the rest of the piece?  And, G plays piano 

i. Can we confirm the idea of having a keyboard in the baby grand 
piano shell? Should the actor actually play the piano? 

b. Lighting – G, Olympia, and Bella‘s stories --- how can these stories be lit?  
Also, how can G’s song be lit? 

c. Costume – Are G and Bella in the same clothing?   
d. Sound – At end of excerpt/unit, G sits and plays ‗Bewitched, Bothered, and 

Bewildered’ at piano 
i. Does the actor play the piano, or is it a sound effect? 
ii. G‘s song on the piano 
iii. *Can the piano bench open and hold some props in it for G? 
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14. ‗Eleanor & Leo‘s Entrance‘ / ‗Life‘s Pleasures, You Can‘t Have Too Many Really‘ 
(p.35-38) 

a. Scenic – E and L enter with more gifts from the party 
b. Lighting –  
c. Costume – E and L‘s first looks – they are coming from the party inside – 

perhaps E has a scarf on? 
d. Sound – can there be continued party music/sounds with E and L‘s 

entrance? 
 

15. ‗Leo and Lydia Dance‘ (p 38) / ‗Paternal Presence‘ (p 38-41) 
a. Scenic – 
b. Lighting – Father/Daughter Dance / G‘s Story / Thyona‘s Outburst 
c. Costume – Continued look from #14 / E and L exit along with Olympia and 

Thyona 
d. Sound – Handel‘s Air from Water Music suggested for Father/Daughter 

Dance 
 

16. ‗What Would You Like to do With Me?‘ / ‗Passion, Pleasure, and Proposal‘ (p 41-47) 
a. Scenic –  
b. Lighting – How can this moment feel magical? 
c. Costume – Lydia still in Grecian dress, Nikos arrives in his tux / L exits at 

end 
i. Can Bella be present for this? 

d. Sound – Underscore here at all?  Perhaps leading into their dance? Air on G 
String? 

 
17. A) ‗Grooms Join Nikos‘ / ‗This is Macho Stuff‘ (p 47 –51) Choreograph 

Experience            * Begins with Nikos saying, ―Oh God.‖ 
B) (p 51-54) Constantine 

a. Scenic – Men’s High Physical Experience’ / where/how do we see this 
happening? Similar to the women‘s experience with the mats on the raised pit 
floor? How can we convey Oed’s ultimate act of violence and aggression?  It is 
suggested that he throws blades at a wall…can we find an alternative? 

b. Lighting – similar questions to scenic – perhaps a rock show?? 
c. Costumes – high physical experience – concerns about clothing?  When 

grooms begin should they remove their jackets? 
i. Can G be present for this? 

d. Sound – Prelude to Te Deum is suggested – rock show?? 
 

18. A) ‗Let‘s Strike an Accommodation‘ (p. 54 – top of 55, Eleanor‘s exit) 
B) (p 55-top of 60) Piero and the Brides (Lydia‘s entrance) 

a. Scenic – Eleanor and Olympia (or perhaps Giuliano instead of Olympia) 
bring on the wedding cake / Piero enters with glass of brandy  

i. Cake will be tiered with multiple groom and brides figures 
adorning each tier.  Part of the cake will have a slice that can be utilized to slam 
into Thyona and Constantine‘s faces 
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b. Lighting – spot for the cake? 
c. Costumes – The sisters still in Grecian garb / Eleanor without scarf? Piero 

enters – is he in full party attire now? 
i. Cake Feeding moment 

d. Sound – 
 

19. ‗The Brides Plot‘ / ‗Take Care of Yourself‘ (p 60 – 63) 
a. Scenic – is there an opportunity for a different or transition scenic look here? 

Perhaps a chair or two? 
i. We have been discussing the Ikea benches/stools 

b. Lighting – is there an opportunity for the plotting to proceed to take over? 
i. We have discussed lighting as if a vanity experience 

c. Costume – sisters still in their Grecian garb 
d. Sound – 

 
20. ‗The Brides Dress to Kill‘ / ‗Women Put on Wedding Garb‘ (p 63, Eleanor‘s 

Entrance – 64, ―Paired Unity‖) 
- Wardrobe: G‘s ―Elton John‖ 

a. Scenic – can there be some chairs and suggestion of vanity tables? 
b. Lighting – can there be some suggestion of vanity lights? 
c. Costume – is it possible for the women to get changed into their bridal 

outfits and re-do their hair and make-up on stage?  Do the women now add 
shoes as well? When Eleanor re-enters, can she be in her final look?  
Giuliano can assist this process as well? 

d. Sound – Getting ready music?  Bridal music? 
 

21. ‗The Wedding Begins‘ / 50 Brides and 50 Grooms (64 – 66) 
* Choreography bottom of p 66, massacre 

a. Scenic – shadow-play begins  
i. Another final physical sequence begins… 
ii. How can we convey the suggestions of extreme acts on page 70? 
iii. Are there more wedding guests?  Can this be conveyed somehow? 

b. Lighting – shadow-play begins / tradition to chaos! 
i. How can we convey the suggestions of extreme acts on page 70? 
ii. Are there more wedding guests?  Can this be conveyed somehow? 
iii. Light in the audience as guests? 

c. Costumes – can there be veils that get thrown-off? Can Constantine remove 
most of his clothes on stage?  Can Thyona possibly do the same? (Seduction 
dance, pants underneath, briefs/hot pants)? 

i. Can Leo return to dance with each bride?  He will then exit… 
ii. Eleanor is also present --- would like to try and convey the suggested 

warmth between these two characters along with Nikos and Lydia 
d. Sound – From traditional wedding music to exuberant party music / 

tradition to chaos! 
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22. ‗The Massacre‘ (p 66 – 67) 
- Brides, Grooms, Eleanor, Giuliano 

a. Scenic – continued shadow-play to convey great number of brides murdering a great 
number of grooms / blood – confirm this process 

i. Is it possible to have the cake cutting knife be Thyona’s murder weapon?  Then 
perhaps Olympia can strangle Oed with the hanging pieces of 
material that will most likely come down during the violent dance 
between Thyona and Constantine 

ii. Can Thyona and Olympia ‘dispose’ of Constantine and Oed’s bodies within the 
pit? 

iii. Extra prop veil or bouquet? 
b. Lighting - continued shadow-play to convey great number of brides murdering a great 

number of grooms / blood – confirm this process 
i. Can the David picture be ‘splattered’ red somehow? 

1. *Will perhaps then fly out including the child picture 
ii. Where do the couples need to be to project shadows? Eleanor/G 

more shadow play during massacre 
c. Costumes – any concerns with physical/costumes throughout massacre?  

i. Can Giuliano be observing this process?  
d. Sound – similar experience from #21 – growing more and more chaotic 

 
23. The Aftermath / ‗You Should Have Stopped This‘ (p 67 – 69) 

- Add Bella and Piero 
a. Scenic – aftermath of assault and explosion – what might this look like? 

i. Piero enters with a cup of espresso 
b. Lighting – aftermath of assault and explosion- what might this look like? 
c. Costumes - aftermath of assault and explosion- what might this look like? 

i. Bella‘s re-entrance…enjoy the idea of her in new blouse and jewelry, 
perhaps a little make-up…she‘s ready for the wedding that didn‘t 
happen and now has to roll-up her sleeves to save the world 

ii. Piero‘s re-entrance…can he look disheveled?  
d. Sound 

 
24. The Trial / ‗And I Will Be the Judge‘ (p 69 – top of 73) 

a. Scenic – can we somehow depict a trial-like setting? 
b. Lighting - can we somehow depict a trial-like setting? 
c. Costumes – Piero returns, perhaps back in his original pre-party look? 
d. Sound 

 
25. The Verdict / ‗She Chose Love‘ (p 73 – 77) 

A) p 73 - middle of 75 ―the greatest is sympathy‖ - Bella 
B) p 75 ―for clouds even‖ - p 77 ―dirt‖ 

a. All – I wonder what this last poetic/sonnet like experience will be on pages 
80-83 – perhaps they are all mending the space?  Perhaps they are also 
approaching the audience?  How can this be a reveal of healing --- a proposal 
of hope even when picking-up the ashes? 
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26. The Recessional / ‗There is Always Hope‘ (p 77-78) 
a. Scenic – wedding portrait, receiving line, throwing the bouquet, family portrait 

i. Rose petals 
ii. Lydia and Nikos exit up center aisle  

b. Lighting – wedding portrait and family portrait (flashing light bulbs sound fun!) 
i. Strobe light? (Play with speed and rate) 

c. Costumes – this scene will include Lydia and Nikos (disheveled), Bella, Piero, 
Giuliano, Eleanor, Olympia, and Thyona 

i. Lydia has a bouquet and garter 
d. Sound – Wedding March?  Perhaps can start with this as traditional wedding 

happenings occur; however, then transitioning into another more conflicted 
song? Perhaps something from Florence and the Machine?  
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PRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHS 
Photos courtesy of Persico Photography 
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PRESS AND REVIEWS 

 

 
 

Written by Charles Mee 
Directed by Jill Harrison 

 
 

Forced into marriage, 50 brides are fleeing 50 grooms. Occupying a grand Italian villa, the 
brides attempt to fend off an all-out amorous assault launched by their forsaken grooms to 
reclaim their lost loves. Based on The Suppliant Women by Aeschylus, acclaimed playwright 
Charles Mee takes an ancient plot and updates it, creating an inspiring, somber mediation on 
the ancient themes of justice and revenge as well a wild celebration of the enduring power of 
love. 
 
 
 

 

NBC Philadelphia/Zvents.com 
Big Love 

by Charles Mee  
directed by Jill Harrison  
Tomlinson Theater, Philadelphia, PA 
 

 

 

DIRECTORS LAB --- WHO‘S DIRECTING –  

http://www.lct.org/directorsLabWhosDirecting.htm 

Jill Harrison Class of 2008  

Feb 11, 2011 - Feb 20, 2011        Charles Mee's BIG LOVE, Temple Theaters 

http://www.temple.edu/sct/theater/ 

 

 

 

http://www.zvents.com/philadelphia-pa/venues/show/977734-tomlinson-theater
http://www.lct.org/directorsLabWhosDirecting.htm
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THEATER REVIEW: Big Love at Temple Theaters 

BY LAURA WESTERMAN 

PHAWKER.COM 

 
 On Friday evening, Temple University‘s Tomlinson Theater saw the opening of Big 
Love, the Obie award-winning romantic comedy written by contemporary American 
playwright Charles Mee.  Written in 2000, Big Love adheres to Mee‘s collage-like style of 
writing and represents a re-imagining of Aeschylus‘ The Suppliant Women for a 
contemporary audience.  Directed by New Yorker Jill Harrison, the play will be running at 
Tomlinson Theater until February 20th. 
 The play tells the story of 50 Greek sisters who flee to Italy in the hope of escaping 
their fate as soon-to-be wives.  With a cast of seven, Harrison focuses on three of the sisters 
– Lydia, Thyona and Olympia – to explore their trials and in the process question whether 
conventional ideas of romance and marriage can exist in a modern day society.  The play is 
set on the veranda of a grand Italian villa, where the three sisters are followed by their 
obstinate suitors — Nikos, Oed and Constantine — and the audience witnesses the 
conflicting personalities of each sister and their futile efforts to escape their betrothed. 
 Riddled with sexual innuendos and fiercely humorous exchanges between the sisters 
and their male antagonists, Mee‘s humorous and modern script is nothing short of brilliant.  
Interestingly, Thyona, the cynic and feminist of the bunch who has most control over her 
siblings, takes her anger too far in scenes that see all three sisters dive to the floor and roll 
around screaming at the invisible male populace.  In these scenes of particular aggression 
and ferocity, the battle for power between men and women is exaggerated.  Yet, this does 
not interrupt the play‘s fundamental concern, never once moving away from the question: 
do contemporary marriages work, or do we just ―make do‖ with what we can get? 
 Temple‘s predominately student cast (including an additional two actors that are 
appearing courtesy of Actors‘ Equity Association) shone onstage.  They each delivered with 
precision and theatrical professionalism, never once faltering with line delivery or stage 
placement — no small feat considering that the 90-minute play has no intermission.  Having 
to sing, dance and act in a single play is no simple task, but the actors fully engaged the 
audience in every scene and went beyond what was required (even embracing the partial 
nude scenes with audacity).  Daniel Boylen‘s inventive set design allowed for effective actor-
audience engagement. 
 Thankfully, Harrison does not shy away from including Mee‘s intended musical 
accompaniment.  Hilarity accompanies pure realism as Harrison successfully balances 
dramatic (and often comedic) monologues that directly address the audience with singing 
and simple choreography to popular music by such artists as Florence and the Machine.  In 
addition, the occasional piano-playing by Giuliano was particularly impressive and 
complemented the more intense scenes effectively.  Despite the occasional audio hiccup, the 
sound was spectacular, as was the lighting. The costumes were simple, not distracting us 
from the important dialogue or the character interactions. 
 Overall, the play was a spectacular amalgamation of raw talent, sexual tension, 
symbolic expression, light-hearted comedy and popular culture, all juxtaposed with the 
serious topic of male-female relations.  Both Harrison and the gifted actors stay true to 
Mee‘s vision through a dramatic and moving performance making Temple University‘s Big 
Love a must-see in this coming week. 


